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STUDIES IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF PORTO RICO 
. UNDER THE AMERIO AN FLAG 
"on May 1, 1925, Porto Rico completed a 
quarter-century of civil government as a 
part of the Unite~ States. The accomplish-
ments of those years from my point of 
view are really so remarkable that they 
seem to be almost without parallel·. No-
thing comparable in the total results 
produced in so short a period of time~ 
in a territory two-thirds of the size 
o:f Connecticut and with a population in~ 
creasing from one million to one million 
and one third people~ can be found in the 
pioneer days of the development of demo-
cratic institutions in continental United 
States·." 
Dr. Samuel Maocune Lindsay 
Columbia University 
The ~eriean Review _ ~f Reviews 
May 19266 P• 511. 
FOREWORD 
These studies cover a period of 26 years,. be-
ginning 1n 1900i. .. The quarter century under con-
, 
sideration corresponds with the time durin~ which 
Porto Rico has been under the American flag~. 
It is not exp~ed to give here a complete 
idea of the general $conomic changes which have 
taken place dur_ing this time1• Only fou.r . phases 
of the development of the island are discussed'• 
The aim of the writer has been primarily to bring 
to-gether material_ which is scattered in some 
28 or 30 reports~ and which is not available in 
condensed form. 
Fbr this reason, I had to draw freely on the 
annual reports of the governors to the President 
of the United States\. In fact, this ~as the only 
source of information of any value to be found 
for a study of this · nature~. 
The student of economics and finance is up 
&~ainst a serious problem in securing _ concrete and 
·eeliable information an these matters·. The reports 
or the governors are found to be the most valuable 
help, and these are not by any means complete1• They 
show simply partial phases of the economic develop-
ment of the island'. Figures of production, for exam.; 
ple., are almost impossible to obtain'• The trend of 
the market at any given time is difficult to follow 
for lack of literature bearing on local matters 
from an economic point of view·. Most or the rna~ 
gazines available are published in the States\:. 
A further obstacle to conscientious inves-
tigation is the lacl:t _ ot st~tis~~c~ . li,Dd trained 
statistici.ansr. The so-called statisticians in the 
employ of the gov~rnment are _ simply file clerks 
who file awar data received at the central bureaus 
where no system is followed except that of aooumu.-
- - . 
lating fi~res for _ the fina~ reports>. Loc_al employes 
wno collect data for these central bureaus are young 
men without any ~raiJ?.~ng . ~J:ld who _ have no other rfght 
to do this kind of work except tor the tact that 
they are required to do so by the cen~ral offioesi• 
This paper is simply an atte~pt to conve~y 
- t.o those who may read it an idea of just what gene..; 
ral changes have taken place in Porto Rico during these 
last 25 or 26 years~ and to demonstrate with figures 
and facts that this quarter-c~ntury of American 
t:· 
rule has not been spent 1n vainl• 
Boston~ March 192~. J. B. O. 
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AGRICULTURE 
---
.. ~· .. .,.,. ~ 
PORTO RICO AN AGRICULTURAL COUNTRY •. Since Co~um~ui set 
(1) 
foot upon the island, agriculture has been the chief" 
reliance of the people of Porto Rico. The superficial 
area of the island is 3668 square mile$. At the time 
of the American occupation less . than 20 per cent of 
this area was under cultivation. The following figures 
from the first report submitted to the President of the 
United States will give the reader a clear idea of the 
extent of the industry immediately before the change of 
sovereignty: 
cultivated lands 464,461 acres 
pasture lands 1,203,206 acres 
wood lands 165,671 acres 
unused lands 138,348 I acres 
other uses 375.034 acres 
Total area 2,347,520 acres 
The lands under tillage were subdivided as follows: 
coffee 166,164 acres 
sugar cane 82,678 acres 
tobacco 13,704 acres 
minor crops 201.815 acres 
TQtal 464,361 acres 
As will be seen from the above figures, 
coffee was the most important single crop in the 
number of acres under cultivation. In the number of 
people e~ployed, it surpassed all other industries. 
Coffee exports for the year 1901 reached 
the amount of 17,157,240 lbs. at a value of $1,678,765. 
The vaule of fruit exports was $199,801, while that of 
sugar was $4,715,611. 
NATURE OF THE INDUSTRY. The general character of the 
agricultural industry was . far from satisfactory. The 
methods in use were antiquated and routinary. Pro-
duction did not yield satisfactory returns. The con-
dition was largely due to the fact that farming was a 
traditional enterprise in which methods had been 
handed down by past generations and accepted by the 
people as a matter of course. Generally speaking, 
farmers did not receive any encouragement, because 
I 
there were no agencies to spread information as that 
given out today by the Experiment Station or the 
Insular Department of Agriculture. This accounts for 
the l&~k of scientific methods. 
Under these circumstances, it was only 
natural that the soil should lose its fertility for 
(2) 
lack of proper fertilization and rotation of crops. 
Fertilizers were not in common use, and seed selection 
had not attracted the at t ention of the average farmer. 
A war correspondent who visited the island with the 
American forces of occupation wrote as follows: •J?:orto 
Rico is evidently a far.m and not a workshop. Its re-
sources are almost exclusively agricultural." Such 
being the case, it can be easily inferred that the 
economic conditions of the island must be pre«arious 
at that time. 
(3) 
Production was limited by poor practices and 
by the laclc of mar l{ets. Imports and exports were by no 
. means proportional to the potential capacity of t he 
i sl and to pr oduc e and consun1e . Thi s f act wa s r eal i z ed 
early during the American occupat i on , and upon i ts 
truth a government official based his timely stat ement 
that 11 unless t he produc tivity of t he soil is consider-
ably improved, the population will continue to l ea d a 
simple life.n 
Up to 1900, Porto Rico had not availed itself 
of the benefi t s derived from t he i ndustrial revolution . 
The new spirit which t ook hold of other countries in 
their methods of production did not strike Porto Rico 
with due import. The inland cont inued still attached 
to the same hand tools of old, to man power, to the slow-
going ox, and the tolerant mule - Farming summarized 
the practices of the past; routine a·t:td· indiffer.ence 
giving it a tone of ease and simplicity • . 
These · forces worked their way into the 
economic structure of the island~ Lax methods, re-
inforced by indifference to investigation and ex-
periment, gradually led to a lowering of the standards 
of the population. This resulted in a very low per 
capita production. At t he time of the American 
occupa tion, it was $24~5 for the three main crops. 
Considering the almost complete dependence of the 
people on these three sources of income, it will not 
take a great effort to realize the condition under 
which the island struggled. 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED. All these circumstances coul d 
not help bringing about a number of problems whi ch 
(4) 
t axed the intelligence and i nita tive of t he public -
minded citizens. Steps must be taken to i mprove pro-
duction, t o i ncrease wages, and t o r aise the economic 
standard of the average worker. Th i s hereditary in-
difference to inyestiga tion must be eradicated. Tradi -
tion, adherence to t he practices of the good ol d days, 
mu st be r epl ac ed by a new po int of vi ew. A new attitude , 
an ·energetic crusade against the wooden plow and the 
worm-beaten seed and the traditional patch must be 
started. This was the task of the new administration. 
It was going to be a concerted movement in which the 
watch-word could not be any other than •investigation.• 
Commenting on the condition of the industry 
in theearly nineties, Governor Hunt, in his report to 
the President, very ably summarized the situation in 
the following manner: "Improved methods m:ust replace 
antiquated processes, and the farmer must eventually 
realize and reap the benefits of improved agricultural 
machiner.y. In this way, the cost of production will 
be diminished more than one-half and the crop increased 
in quantity and quality at least 50 per cent.• This 
(5) 
was a note of warning. •The limited area of the isl~d" 
continues Governor Hunt, • and the dense population 
render intense cultivation by the latest improved methods 
and absolute necessity .if our people are to continue to 
be prosperous and h~ppy tillers of the soil and able to 
compete with the most successful agriculturists.• This 
is a warning to the farmer, and a word of encouragement 
to all. 
THE NEW POINT OF VIEW. "tn the first reports of the 
Governors, we find similar statements-. In them we come 
across a terminology which could not but awaken the 
(6) 
interests of farmers and business men. Cost of pro-
duction, prosperous and happy tillers, competitive con-
ditions, large scale production, investigation, 
successful distribution, and a host of terms of a 
similar natura convey to the reader of said reports the 
., 
idea that our first Governors directed their enthusiasm 
to those matters which would ultimately result in untold 
advantages to the whole population. 
Ignorance of most of the basic causes of 
economic development have been at tne root of many or 
the problems which our typical farmer has faced for 
centuries. The average agriculturist in Porto Rico is 
industrious, thrifty and a hard worker, but he has been 
' 
seriously handicapped for years by his lack of capacity 
to cope with the larger problems of management. He has 
been unable to appreciate the meaning of increasing 
costs and diminishing returns, of proper accounting 
methods, of wear and te.ar, and of maintenance of proper-
ty. His routine has always dictated to him the policies 
of farm administration. Very seldom, if ever, has he 
questioned the burden of high charges for the use of 
capital. Depreciation of inventories, labor turn-over, 
market fluctuations, business· oyoles, and the costs of 
production have been as a rule beyond his understanding. 
Lack of statistics has always been a serious . 
(7) 
handicap. Standards of practice and performance can 
not possibly be established unless there is available 
something to compare with, minutely recorded and 
scientifically analyzed. The absence of this necessary 
pre-requisite to efficient farm administration has been 
one of the main causes of failures among Portorican 
farmers.-
But during the last ten or twelve years much 
has been done to remedy this situation. The attitude 
of the farmer towards these larger problems is rapidly 
changin~ The efforts of the Department of Agriculture 
have borne f~uit. A new point of view and a new manner 
of approach to these problems are resulting i n · .a new 
crusade against routine and indifference. Constructive 
leadership and guidance ~re taking the place of laxity 
and indolence. 
Governor Towner expresses it very eloquently 
in his report for 1~25 to the President of the United 
states: •The progress which is being made is so clearly 
the result of better methods put into effect by the 
efforts and leadership of the Department of Agriculture, 
and by the energy and wise management of some of the 
principal producers in e&ch of these interests, that it 
has awaken'ed a new spJrit and greater interest ..i.,.,.:.. those 
engaged in those pursuits.. The science of production, 
rather than a continuation of the old practices, has 
made a great progre~s in the isla~d. The attitude of 
the farmer towards modern methods has undergone im-
portant changes. In sugar it is a revolution. In the 
tobacco and fruit culture, great changes have brought 
better products and higher prices." 
(8) 
Immedi~tely after the installation of the 
American administration, steps were taken to encourage 
new methods, both in production and distribution. The 
old mill began to be discarded and its place taken by 
the modern sugar central.. Agricultural education in 
the schools soon became the subject matter of serious 
study by the Department of Education. This new policy 
awakened a revived interest in better methods. Seed 
selection, rotation of crops, deep plowing, are topics 
of discussion in the small rural school. Under the old 
regime, it was the lot of the poor youngster to follow 
blindly the methods of the farm under the routinary 
leadership of the father. Whatever he saw and learned, 
he accepted as the law of the neighborhood. 
The old-fashioned farmer who still clings to 
the practices of the past forms even today a considerable 
portion of the small farm owners. A complete revival is 
not possible in a short time.. These types are the result 
of four centuries of a policy of la.i ssez.-faire. The 
change is certain. It will take years of unselfish 
guidance and constructive leadership. 
(9) 
It is very gratifying to observe how the new 
point of view is taking hold of the average farmer. The 
idea prevailed that training for agriculture was not 
necessary. The farmer's son who showed any ambition 
invariably aspired to become a physician, a lawyer, an 
engineer, or a dentist. The study of agriculture, or 
better; the practice of it was generally reserved for 
the mentally weak, or for those incurably lazy and un-
energetic.. Many a student who failed miserably in his 
studies was destined for the farm.. Those who refused 
to take up any other career invariably were retired 
from the schoo~ in their early years and put to try 
their luck in the farm or behind the counter of the 
farm store, generally owned by the land-owner. It was 
taken as a metter of course that farming had for its 
pre-requisite indolence, lack of ambition, and a love 
of home. It is not a strange circumstance that we find 
today so many farmers whose capacity for farming does 
not go beyond the right to the land {he) own . •. 
This state of things is changing. The trained 
farmer of the future will be better equipped to cope with 
the problems of the farm adv~tageously. He will be able 
(10) 
to discard many a parasitic enterprise embarked upon 
today by those who lack vision, knowledge, and the right 
attitude. The argument that farming is a question of 
experience on the farm will be abandoned. Faith in the 
blind adherence to the routine of the past will fade 
away under the influence of the trained graduate of 
the agricultural college. 
The perpetuation of the profession is now 
attracting the attention of the well-to-do land-owner. 
The young man born on the farm is beginning to look to 
it as the decent place to develop his initiative, and 
I 
he takes up the study of scientific farming as the 
gate that will lead to his economic independence. The 
University of Porto Rico is already supplying the 
island with well-trained and energetic g+aduates who 
go back to the farm with new ideas, armed with a new 
attitude, and enthused with a new point of view. 
THE COFFEE INDUSTRY. Coffee was the main single crop 
in Porto Rico for a long peridd of time. When the 
American forces took charge of the island, there were 
464,361 acres of cultivated land._ Of this total, 
coffee was credited ~ith 166,164 acres, which was a 
larger amount of land than that planted with any other 
single crop. The land planted with sugar cane amounted 
to 82,678 acres, while that with tobacco was 13,704 acres. 
The coffee industry had always had a numbeF of ad-
vantages over the other industries. 
view of forestry.fis very important. 
From the point of 
Its cultivation 
is much easier than that of cane or tobacco. It 
{11) 
flourishes best in the mountains where v ery few profit-
able crops can be raised. Its transportation is easier, 
while its curing and cleaning do not require so much 
care. It is not so important as tobacco or sugar as a 
money crop, but thousands of people make a living by 
picking the bean~ The prosperity of the industry has been 
and will always be of great concern to the island as a 
whole~. The welfare of a great portion of the population 
depends on its continued prosperity. 
The coffee land is pretty well distributed, 
and the average farm is about 40 acres in size. That of 
the average sugar farm is 250 acres.. This difference 
gives the coffee industry a character simtlar to tha t of 
tobacco. The l and, as a rule, is divided into native 
farmers, who till the soil, harvest the crop, and market 
the product as best they can. The character of both 
coffee and tobacco lends itself to the exploitation of 
the small farm. From an·· economic point of view, this 
makes for stability among large numbers of the population, 
and results in a brighter outlook for the typical worker. 
The production of coffee for the year 1897 
(12) 
reached the total of 29,580 tons, Because of the serious 
effects of the hurricane of 1899, the total production 
decreased to 9~200 tons. This practically destroyed the 
industry.. The situation of the coffee grower became so 
desperate that the national government had to take urgent 
steps to remedy the situation. Governor Hunt made the 
following statement in his report to the President: 
•The work of cleaning the farms and repariing the injuries 
inflicted by the tempest progressed slowly at first be-
cause of the financial distress of the farmers, reducing 
the crop for the year 1900 to 9,200 tons, but the 
planters have been greatly encouraged by the heavy yield 
of restored plantations during the last year, and it is 
thought that the crop last harvested amounted to tw.o-thirds 
of the normal yield.• Production began to increase 
gradually following the beginning of American rule. 
ITS MAIN CHARACTERISTICS. One of the outstanding 
characteristics of the coffee industry, as has been said 
before, is the small size of the farms. In 1900 it was 
27! acres. As a source of income to the average farmer, 
coffee was generally cultivated with more zeal. The 
small farmer is veri attached to his piece of land. The 
tree does not need so much care. It is much stronger 
than tobacco and can stand ·easily the variations of temper-
ature and the heavy rains, and because it is raised under 
shade_ it can stand ~he hot tropical sun without any 
·a.rpreciable effects.. In time of prolonged dry weather 
it does not suffer much. These peculiarities make it 
an ideal crop for those regions where tobacco and sugar 
cane cannot be raisea economically for commercial 
purposes.. The berry can be handled and transported al-
most in any form. It grows luxuriantly in the hills of 
Utuado, Ciales, Barraquitas, Barros, Lares, Yauco, 
Mayaguez; Aibonito, and A.djuntas. 
HANDICAPS.. The development of the coffee industry de-
~- pends on the condi tiona of the market. Today Cuba, 
Spain, Italy, and Germany are the best consumers • . A 
small portion only goes to the United States because 
the American consumer is used to other grades with a 
' 
slightly different flavor. The development of the 
market is a question which has attracted the attention 
of the growers and the insular government, but because 
Of 1 lack of co-operation in marketing and of organized 
adver tising, the industry is still suffering serious 
tro~bles. The small size of the ·crop also makes it 
questionable whether it will find ready acceptance in 
the national market. Porto Rican coffee is ~ot generally 
known in the United States. Various attempts at co-
operation have resulted in dismal failure in the past. 
•The Union Agricola 0 (Agricultural Union) formed after 
{13) 
the hurricane of 1899 fa iled because there was not a 
proper spirit of organizat ion. The National Associa-
tion of Coffee Growers did not do what was expected of 
it •. The Ligas Agricolas (Agricultural Leagues) have 
sprung up lately in vari ous districts, having as one 
of their main purpo ses, the establishment of agricul-
tural banks. 
One of the main troubles with the agricultur-
al movement in. the island has been the lack of definite 
ideas in the organization of agencies for the protection 
of the farmers• interests~ At times, politics, as in the 
United States, has interfered seriousl y with the success 
of measures contemplated by the organizers. The farmers 
of the island, as those of many sections of the United 
States, have looked to the government for protection. 
The professional politician has capitalized the efforts 
made by the farmers for his own personal aggrandizement. 
Many measures have been invoked by the constituents, 
while the politician has poked fun at the discontented 
farmer when he fails to get from the leader of the last 
minute whatever was promised. Government subsidies, re-
moval of taxes, and similar measures have been invoked 
by the farmers as the solution of their problems, for-
getting very often that the market cannot be controlled 
at will from the desk of the legislator. The larger 
problems of production, scientific distribution, market 
(14) 
\.LO) 
fluctuations, and far.m management have been too often 
neglected~ The farmer is prone to forget that the 
crux of the problem is not political ac.tion, but con-
sists in approaching the problem from a different 
angle where as a rule the improvised leader is at a 
loss in coping with the problem. The farmer must 
begin by putting his house in order. 
Poor methods of cultivation have been largely 
responsible for many of the difficulties encountered. 
One of the periods of greatest depression was from 
1915 to 1923. Production fell from 51,000,000 lbs. to 
14,000,000. Prices were not the only cause as has 
been stated before. It must be borne in mind, also, 
that the troubles of the coffee growers began with the 
change .of sovereignty. 
ITS FUTURE. The indust ry has to be put _ on a competitive 
basis. It will not thrive on government subsidies •. 
Its permanency will :depend on its own competitive ad-
vantages.. Better methods, efficient distribution, and 
a better grain are the most direct methods of putting 
the industry on a paying condition. National legisla-
tion is not likely to be expected beyond its recognition 
as a favored product in those markets where it is now 
demanded. Attempts along this line are being made. 
That the general condition of the industry 
(16) 
has improved and will continue to improve is shown 
by the statistics of production and export which 
appear below. The future of the indu.s.try as a whole 
is a subject of speculation, but whatever its trend 
may be, much will depend on better methods of product-
ion, better management and proper financing. 
THE SUGAR INDUSTRY. The sugar industry is the best 
illustration of the change which is taking place in 
methods of production and administration. The first 
sugar plantation was founded in 1548. In 1602 there 
were already in the island eight mills producing 
75,000 lbs. of sugar. In 1900 the acreage amounted 
to 61,556. 
By 1647 it was the main industry, but it 
did not by any means grow rapdily enough. The astound-
ing development of this industry after the American 
occupation is evident indication of the i~petus which 
it received shortly after the cnange of sovereignty. 
It soon overshadowed all others because it was a better 
paying proposition. 
ITS ADVANTAGES. The sugar industry is better adapted 
to organization, to centralization, to large scale 
production, and to the use of machinery. Its market 
is assured in the United States. It has had to compete 
I . 
(17) 
unfavorably with Cuban sugar, but the tariff protection 
has made it possible for the farmer to maintain it on a 
paying basis. 
Porto Rico .has territorial advantages for 
sugar production~. It has been generally confined to the 
sea coast plains. This makes its cultivation and trans-
portation easier. The yield per acre was greater for a 
long time than in many other sUgar countries, while the 
cost of production was lower than in Hawaii, Java, Cuba, 
Egypt, and the British West Inties. 
Efficiency of methods and organization is 
characteristic of the sugar industry. The evolution of 
the methods used has made it possible for concentration 
and naturally the result has generally . been a better 
product. The old mill was discaraed as soon as modern 
improvements were devised.. The old mill did not extract 
from the cane more than 60 per cent of what a modern 
mill extracts. This has made for efficiency. The large 
.mill facilitates grinding and drying, and makes it 
possible for central factories to take care of the cane 
of a large number of small farms which could not other-
wise produce for a highly competitive market. 
When the small mill was the only means of 
grinding, sugar cane cultivation was the privilege of the 
rich and large land owners. The large mill has made it 
(18) 
practicable for the small farmer to dispose of his 
product which they sell to the central factory, and 
for the growth of the industry. Deserted regions have 
been transformed into teaming centers where a large 
p·:Q_pulation finds employment for a fairly long time. 
ITS GROWTH. The growth of the industry has been unin-
terrupted for the last 25 years. In 1901 exports 
amounted to 68,909 tons at a to~al value of $4.715,611. 
By 1903 this has increased to 113,108 tons at a value 
of $7,470,122. By 1914 the total production in the 
island amounted to 398,003.64 tons. Production in 1922 
amounted to 408,3~5.49 tons, of which 355,423 were 
exported at a value of $46,207,276. 
The peak of production was reached in 1917 
when 503,081 tons were produced, of which 336,788 were 
exported at a value of $41,362,229. The following 
figures will give a better idea of the growth and size 
of the industry: 
Year . ExEorts Value 
1901 68,909 tons $4,715,611 
1905 135,663 • 11,925,804 
1911 322,919 • 24,479,346 
1917 488,943 • 54,015,903 
1921 409,407 • 72,440,924 
1925 571,559 • 53,261,895 
{19) 
The value of exports for the year 1920 reached 
the amount of $98,923,750. This was due to the high 
prices then prevailing in the United States as a result 
of war conditions. 
Production has also grown gradually • The 
following figures will show said growth: 
Year 
1913 
1916 
1920 
Tons 
398,003 
483,589 
485,070 
The tables given above contain figures showing the 
gradual development of the industry year after year, 
and picture concretely the upward swing of production 
and exports during the last 25 years of American rule. 
J!S FUTURE. Judging from the experiences of the last 
25 years, it can be safely assumed that the future of 
the sugar industry is assured under the protection of 
the federal tariff.. But its production for a highly 
competitive market will meet serious obstacles unless 
the producers stick to a policy of conservatism in 
~dministration, financing, and distribution. The 
industry has had its ups and downs. It has been at 
times on the verge of bankruptcy. After the b.oom 
years · of 1919 and 1920, many mills were closed down 
and put in the hands of receivers. For its future 
(20) 
stability, bet t er methods of management are necessary. 
A conservative policy would do much towards assuring 
its continued growth. 
THE TOBACCO ·INDUSTRY. Tobacco is today the second 
largest industry in Porto Rico. It has been produced 
in the island since 1614 and was always the second 
crop both in importance and in extent of acreage. The 
industry flourished during the 19th century. In 1864 
it reached the peak of production under th.e Spanish 
rule when 6,693,000 lbs. were exported. Production 
and exports fell off considerably thereafter, and in 
1900 it occupied the third place. 
Soil and climatic conditions are highly 
favorable to the production of tobacco in Porto Rico. 
In those regions where it is raised in large quantities 
there is a combination of factors which make atmospheric 
conditions ideal for its cultivation. These are the 
regions of climatic optimum. Comerio, Aibonito, Cayey, 
and Caguas are the best known. They produce a very 
high grade of tobacco which finds a ready market in the 
United States and Europe. 
PRIOR TO 1900. Before the American occupation, the 
tobacco industry was in a state of complete disorganiza-
tion. Much of the leaf exported was shipped and sold 
as Cuban leaf in the American market. The methods of 
(21) 
cultivation were routinary and simple. The various 
steps of topping, sucking, and curing did not receive 
proper attentionJbeing generally practiced as~matter 
of course. The soil was not well prepared~ seeds were 
not adequately selected., Tht~. · caused the leaf to be 
of an inferior grade. The handling of the plant was 
not carefully done. Cultivation was extensive rather 
than intensive because o~ the comparatively small size 
of the industry .. 
Regional especializatio·n had not developed to 
any considerable extent. Cayey was by that time the 
best known locality for the grade of the leaf and the 
·yield per acr.e. Regions which today produce a high 
grade of tobacco devoted most of their attention to 
coffee and minor crops. 
The size of the industry may be judged after 
reading the following figures of production: 
Year lbs. 
1898 6,000,000 
1899 6,640,000 
.1900 6,000,000 
1901 8,000,000 
In 1900 the acreage planted with each of the 
main crops was as follows: 
coffee 
sugar cane 
tobacco 
166,164 acres 
82,678 acres 
13,7 04 acres 
During the same year the total production was as 
follows: 
coffee 
sugar 
tobacco 
20,527,819 lbs. 
141,389,529 lbs. 
4, 850,567 1bs. 
(22) 
The value of these three crops was $2,475,889; 
$2,047,281; and $254,467, respectively. This gives 
the reader a good idea about the relative importance 
of the tobacco industry as a source of income to the 
island. 
ITS GROWTH. The gradual growth immediately after the 
American occupation was noticeable. In 1900 the pro-
duction amounted to 6,000,000 lbs. while in 1901 it 
has increased to 8,000,000, or an increase of 331/ 3per 
cent in two years. The slow development at first was 
due to poor methods of cultivation and curing, but 
immediately after the change of sovereignty, attention. 
was given to the improvement of these methods with the 
result that production began to increase. More land 
was gradually devoted to its cultivation. 
free trade between Porto Rico and the United 
States brought about a change in the character of the 
(23) 
industry. It took a more business-like aspect result-
ing in better methods of raising and distribution. The 
continent.;,..als recognized the fact that the Porto Rican 
tobacco could compete favorably with that from Cuba. 
Scientific methods were encouraged. Large scale pro-
duction was resorted to gradually with the purpose of 
introducing economiis in financing the crops. The 
industry, consequently, received an impetus never felt 
before. New ideas were disseminated among the farmers. 
Soils began to be analyzed, seed selection was promptly 
accepted as an essential part of the cultivation of a 
healthy plant, and methods of curing were improved. 
Ac better grade of leaf brought about a larger 
·demand. The price per acre of tobacco land increased 
rapidly from $35 to $70, and thereafter gradually until 
today an acre of good arable land brings from $100 to 
$200. 
Since tobacco is planted primarily for export, 
the growth of tha industry is appreciated by reading the 
statistics on table 6 given below. Shipments to the 
United States in~reased from 4,344,659 lbs. in 1907 to 
8,402,286 1bs. in 1908. By 1918 the amount exported 
was 17,196,323 lbs. 
The value of total :exports in 1907 was $1,232,058. 
This value gradually grew to $3,850,670 in 1917, and 
(24) 
jumped to $13,416,388 in 1919, the peak year. Although 
the cessation of the war influenced the exports from the 
island, the amount ·received for the total leaf exported 
during the last three years under review show a consider-
able increase over the exports for the pre-war period, 
as will be seen from the following figures: 
1922 $9,002,767 
1923 
1924 
1925 . 
9,647,063 
13,142,136 
9,870,076 
The industry has grown to such an extent in 
acreage that there are today very few localities not 
planted partially with tobacco. 
The manufacture of cigars and cigarettes has 
always employed a considerable number of workers. At 
the time of the American occupation, however, the main 
industries were those of sugar, molasses, rum, cigar 
and cigarettes. 
The importance of the cigar industry to the 
island cannot be questioned. It employes a large 
number of men and women and in many cases children 
of varying ages. Its total output has increased from 
207,368,253 in 1907 to 266,579,209 cigars in 1925, 
while tha t of cigarettes increased from 358,182,000 to 
424,107,820 for the same period.. For a detailed state-
(25) 
ment of figures the reader is referred to tables 7 
and a. 
The Porto Rican cigarettes are meeting now 
a very strong competition.. The American-made cigarette 
is in great demand in the island, and its consumption 
will undoubtedly continue to grow~ Serious attempts 
are being made by the local manufacturers to increase 
the demand for the native product by means of advertising 
campaigns and frequent appeals to the spirit of region-
alism. The slogan of the Porto Rican American Tobacco 
Company on its posters and newspapers is WFume lo que 
su tierra produce" (Smoke what your soil produces). 
But in spite of advertising and the joint efforts of 
both producers and -dealers, it is very likely that the 
consumption of Camels, Lucky Strikes, Fatimas, and other 
brands with "a kick• will continue to grow. 
Unless the local manufacturers are able to 
produce a similar product, they will be forced to admit 
that the people smoke what pleases their tastes, and 
not what their soil produces. The imports of American 
cigarettes in 1925 amounted to 284,000,000. This amount 
represents more than 50 per cent of the local production. 
ITS FUTURE. The quality of Porto Rico tobacco is very 
high~ It ranks with the best grades produced anywhere 
else when it is produced under favorable conditions. If 
(26) 
good methods of cultivation are pursued, the industry 
will grow because its market is assured-.- Proper financing, 
co-opera tion, and scientific distribution will do much 
towards improving the general character of production, 
and consequently of exports. 
THE FRUIT INDUSTRY. A't the time of the American occupa-
tion, oranges, lemons, and other similar fruits were 
not raised for commercial purposes. Most of them grew 
wild in farms among banana and coffee trees.. The 
following excerpt is taken from the report of the first 
civil Governor to the President of the United States: 
•Very little attention has heretofore been given to the 
culture of fruits~ Excellent oranges, bananas, plantains, 
mangoes, aguacates(alligator pears) guavas, grapes, 
lemons, zapotes, and nisperos grow wild in the greatest 
profusion.. Proper culture would improve the quality and 
enlarge the yield, and with cold storage transportation 
the markets of New York and all the continental cities 
could be stocked with them the year round•. The Governor 
had a true vision of the situation. •There is no reason•, 
continues the Governor, "why this island cannot become 
in the near future a real garden as carefully and_ closely 
cultivated as Holland and as productive as the valley of 
the Teche". 
(27) . 
CHARACTEEf PRIOR TO 1900. It must be borne in mind 
that before the American occupation, the varieties of 
most of the fru~t now exported were of an unsatisfactory 
quality for commer cial purposes. The orange was small, 
the production of grape fruit was practically negligible. 
There was no production for the market and consequently 
it did not receive proper attention. The plantations 
which exist today wer e as a rule unknown. Because the 
majority of these fruits grew wild on the farm, and 
because of the lack of markets and marketing facilities, 
their value was not appreciated. 
It may be safely said that production was for 
the farm, and not for commercial purposes. With the 
increase of the acreage planted with tobacco and cane, 
the cultivation of most of the typical Porto Rican 
fruits fell off considerably. This brough about high 
prices as soon as the attention changed to other products. 
In the early years of the American occupation, bananas 
were sold for 12, 15, and 30 cents a· hundred, according 
to variety. Today these classes sell for 40, 60, and 
$2.50 or $3.00, respectively. There was a time before 
the Spanish-American war when bananas were obtained for 
the asking on many farms. I remember the days when 
they were used as a means of payment to farm workers. 
Vegetable gardening has never been systematical-
ly practiced in Porto Rico. The only g~rdens seen now, 
(28) 
with the possible exception of very few home gardens, 
are those of the rural schools where the teacher takes 
the children for a short, practical lesson in gardening. 
For this reason large quantities of tomatoes and peppers 
together with cabbages are imported from the United 
States. There is in Porto Rico great indifference to 
the consumption of vegetables. The housewife does not 
consider tham so essential in the family diet. Fresh 
vegetables are hardly found in the town markets. The 
rural masses do not eat them regularly.. If they raise 
them at ali it is with the idea of exchanging whatever 
the smal l patch produces for the most common article 
of food. This, as a rule, is codfish, salt herring, or 
rice. 
Immediately after the establishment of the 
Bureau of Agriculture, much attention was given to 
this matter. The publication of articles in Spanish 
was suggested by the head of the Bureau with the pur-
pose of spreading information on methods of cultivation. 
GROWTH. Soon after the change of sovereignty, attention 
was given to the fruit industry as a potential source 
of income to the island. New .varieties were tried with 
success. The change was soon felt and production in-
creased gradually with the opening of the market in the 
United States.. Its growth can be appreciated by refer-
(29) 
ence to the value of exports. Local consumption does 
not reflect the size of the industry because, as stated 
bef.ore, 1 t is not important. The average Porto Rican 
is not a systemtic fruit eater, as is the American. 
Exports in 1901 amounted to $199,801. By 
1904 these amounted to $433,860.. In 1908 the total 
value of exports was $1,164,261. The growth has 
continued year after year with evidence of increase. 
By 1915 the value of fruit sent to the continental· 
market was $3,441,157. In 1923 it increased to 
$5,154,290i while in 1924 it was $4,923,029. (see 
table No.~below for a detailed statement of exports 
for the last 26 years.) 
FUTURE. The possibilities of increasing production 
are very good. Many varieties now produced profitably 
can be raised in large quantities. Transportation 
facilities are satisfactory~ Experiments are . being 
made to produce strong varieties that may ship well. 
Since vegetable and fruit raising is pratically a new 
industry, developed after the change of sovereignty, 
there is no reason why it will not continue to expand 
gradually. There is an unlimited market in the United 
States for tropical products.. Grape fruit, oranges, 
lemons, aguacates, and ,bananas are in demand in all 
American .localities.- The writer has enjoyed many a 
(30) 
time the nice varieties of Porto Rican oranges and grape 
fruits in the restaurants of Bo ston, New York and many 
other continental cities. 
With an extensive market, good soil, and an 
ideal climate, good transportation, and sufficient labor, 
there is no reason to fear the future of the industry. 
It will continue to grow. 
aane 
Coffee 
Tobacco 
Fruit 
Table 17 
Number of acres of land 
devoted to 
four leading crops 
1901 1912 
82~678 209~3'18 
166.~,164 168_,240 
13,'704 17,175 
14;_'7'76 
1925 
240,010 
161;,3'78 
25,488 
18;,'766 
Chapter II 
EXTERNAL TRADE 
TRADE DEFINED. Trade is the exchange of commodities 
(31) 
or services between individuals, groups of individualsJ 
or regions •. Generaly speaking it is possible only 
where said servies and commodities are demanded and 
supplied.. If the supply of commodities is scanty, or 
the demand for them negligible, trade languishes •. 
When the demand for services is small, the people lie 
idle.. Lack of demand, scanty supply, and idleness on 
the part of a people, reflect upon their social struct-
ure, character, and points of view. 
TRADE PRIOR TO 1900. While the factors which have lately 
contributed to the development of Porto Rico were dis-
regarded, trade was in a backward state.. These factors 
were transportation, markets, capital and scientific 
methods. To these may be added two no less important 
incentives:: opportunity for expansion, and constructive 
leadership. 
During the long period of Spanish rule, Porto 
Rico was seriously handicapped in many ways. Our means 
of communication were very meager. Because of thasa 
circumstances, the potential markets for our products 
were practically beyond the reach of the average producer. 
Capital was not had in sufficient amounts to foster trade 
or to encourage production. In addition to these 
(32) 
unfavorable circumstances, the insular government very 
seldom, if ever, assumed the right attitude toward the 
development of the island's potential capacity to produce 
and consume. In 1897, when our population was nearly a 
million souls, the total imports reached the amount of 
$17,858,063, and the exports $18,574,618 •. The balance 
of trade in our favor was $716,615. The total volume 
decreased considerably during the transfer of the island 
to the Un~ted States. 
But shortly after the occupation, and specially 
during the first ten months, the imports amounted to 
$16,024,505, and the exports to $13,895,860. This left 
an adverse balance of trade of $2,128,641, but in the 
words of the Governor, "This is accounted for by the 
peculiar situation of affairs". The Spanish force.s 
carried off considerable amounts of commodities. "When 
the custom houses were surrendered to the American forces•, 
continues Governor Allen, "there was nothing left to 
export for some time thereafter, and a large quantity of 
kmerican and other foreign g?ods had to be imported to 
supply the wants not only of the native inhabitants, but 
of the Americans who came with, or shortly after, the 
military forces". During these first ten months, 
$2,370,307 worth of breadstuffs was imported into the 
island to remedy the situation. 
THE HURRICANE OF 1898. It is necessary to bear in 
mind the unusual circumstances under which the island 
was placed immediately after the treaty of peace was 
signed. The hurricane of San Ciriaco destroyed almost 
totally our main sources of income •- The change of 
sovereignty closed the outlets to our products. This 
adverse situation would have been in itself sufficient 
to shatter the economic structure of the island. 
CIVIL GOVERNMENT.. Ten months after the inauguration 
of Civil Government the value of imports amounted to 
$8,102,460, and the exports to $5,814,083, leaving an 
adverse balance of trade of $2,287,377. This was 
largely due to the effects of the hurricane._ In spite 
of this unexpected situation, the outlook was not al-
together gloomy. The American officials in the island 
looked forward to brighter days.- The value of exports 
and imports shows a material increase for the year 
following. 
(33) 
THE YEAR 1901-1902 • This brighter outlook began to 
materialize shortly after the island began to recover 
from the effects of the hurricane and of the change of 
administration. The value of imports and exports shows 
a material increase for the year from luly 1,1901 to 
July 1902. The imports from the United States amounted 
to $10,719,444, and from foreign countries to $2,429,004, 
(34) 
~r, a total of $13~148, 448. This represents an increase 
of 62 per cent over the previous year. The exports from 
the island to the United States were valued at $8,297,420, 
and to other countries at $4,592,505 •. The following 
comparative statement wil l demonstrate t h e trend of 
trade for the two years: 
1901 
Exports to United States 
Sugar 
Coffee 
Tobacco 
Cigars 
Oranges 
Mola.sses 
Straw hats 
Hides-skins 
Cattle 
Totals 
Sugar 
Coffee 
Tobacco 
Cigars-cites 
Oranges 
Straw hats 
Molasses 
Hides-skins 
Cattle 
Totals 
$4,695,104 
4,305 
121,011 
296,901 
' 84,388 
254,155 
38,155 
38,976 
$5,532,995 
1902 
$5,890,087 
29,187 
1,.122 ,289 
l, 570,938 
51,364 
204,555 
:322,636 
62,888 
$9,253,944 
Exports to other countries 
$1,674,460 
354,516 
341,747 
42,566 
42,568 
------_..,::-:-57e , 671 
$2 '9:32 '528 
$3,168,662 
81,242 
256,561 
13,656 
418,268 
$3,938,389 
As will be seen from the above figures, the ganeral 
conditions were improving. The agricultural ·situation 
of the island began to feel the influence of the new 
administration. 
In order to have a better idea of the new state 
of t hings, it is fitting at this point to give a few 
• 
(55) 
figures showing the general condition of the island 
as reflected in its annual shipments to foreign markets 
previous to the year 1898. The following are average 
annual shipments:~of some of the most important products 
for the ten years previous to 1896: 
Sugar 
Molasses 
Coffee 
Tobacco 
Cattle (1896) 
12\035,000 lbs. 
49,229,000 lbs. 
3,53e,OOO lbs. 
3,074 heads 
$3._484, 000 
481,000 
10,872,000 
642,000 
141;~16 
In 1896, rice was imported to the amount of 
35,384 tons, valued at $2,168,201, which represents a 
per capita consumption of 70 lbs. at a cost of $2~16. 
In 1896, the importation of flour was 173,078 lbs • 
worth $905,547. The greater part came from the United 
States. During this year, hog products were imported 
to the amount of $1,355 1 441. 
THE YEAR 1903. The value of the excess of tdfal exports 
over total imports for 1903 shows a balance of trade in 
fov.or of the island of $687,069. This increased product-
ion is a clear indi cation of the effect which the new 
situation had on the economic development of Porto Rico. 
This gradual and firm growth is best appreciated by re-
ferring to the following figures: 
Year 
1897 
1898 
1899 
(In trade with United States) 
Imports 
$1,988,888 
1,505,946 
2 ,,685 , .848 
Exports 
$2, 181·, 024 
2,414,356 
3,078,648 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1902 
1903 
4,640,449 
6,861,917 
10 t 719,444 
11,976,134 
3,078,648 
5,883,892 
8,297,422 
10,909,147 
In trade with other countries 
2,236,957 
2,203,441 
4,012,338 
3,957,491 
This year may be properly called the turning 
point in the economic development of the island. The 
excess of total exports over total imports amounted to 
$687,069. This shows the increasing capacity of the 
island to produce and to dispose of the products of its 
soil •. 
The general conditions continued to improve 
~ uninterruptedly after this year. Imports and exports 
show an upward swing until 1917 which was , a record year. 
The external trade of the island surpassed the expecta-
tions of all optimists, because of the unexpected ex-
pansion which the sugar industry had in 1916. Exports 
of cigars and tobacco also reached record-breaking 
amounts. The increase in value over the previous year 
was more than $3,000,000. Imports from the United States 
show an increase in their value of $13,641,734. This 
was partly due to higher prices, but it was largely 
accounted for by the increased purchasing power of the 
people •. 
INTERNAL BUSINESS CONDITIONS. Internal business condi-
(36) 
(37) 
tions showed every evidence of activity.. The number 
of domestic corporations registered with the Secretary 
of Porto Rico reflect the healthy condition of affairs. 
During the year twenty new corporations with a paid net 
capital of $10,136,600 were authorized to transact 
·business. Most of them were organized for agricultural 
purposes. 
Government figures demonstrate the increasing 
tendency to organize every form of business in Porto 
Rico.. In 1908, for ex~mple, there were only 92 domestic 
corporations in existence. By 1909 there were 1?7 
foreign and 92 domestic corporations engaged in some form 
of business. By 1916 these figures had grown to 167 and 
161, respectively. 
The sound conditions of trade is also reflected 
in banking operations. Deposits in cash which were more 
than sufficient for all possible emergencies amounted to 
$7,000,000. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. The year 1917 is particu-
larly important in the economic development of Porto Rico. 
The organization of the Department of Agriculture and 
Labor was made possible by the approval of the New 
Organic Act. The Department began its work on March 2, 
1917. The Bureau of Agriculture was organized to look 
after the needs of the farmers with the main purpose of 
improving methods of cultivation and the publication of 
(38) 
statistics of production.. The economic significance of 
this bureau can be appreciated only after studying 
carefully the growth of agriculture during the last few 
years. The Experiment Station at Mayaguez began its 
work of testing and selecting seeds and plants adapted 
to the island. Close attention has been given to the 
improvement of those already commonly known, the aim in 
mind begin a gradual betterment of fruit-bearing trees 
and of vegetables. 
THE YEAR 1917. With the encouragement given to agricul-
ture and trade by the new methods and fresh polinies, 
the island could not help but improve in its economic 
and financial aspects; said growth being directly re-
flected by increased production and a growing purchasing 
capacity. By 1917 the volume of trade had increased to 
$80,970,000. Considering the size of the island and the 
nature of its main industries, this growth is short of 
marvellous. Agriculture continued to be the main stay 
of the people. Increased imports reflect higher economic 
standards. The list of commodities bought in foreign 
markets are the bes.t indication of the change which was 
taking place among the people. The nature of these 
commodities demonstrates that the old-time methods are 
giving way to modern ones. The island as a whole began 
~o avail itself of new instruments of production. 
(39) 
THE YEAR 1919 The fiscal year which ended in June 30, 
1919 was the most eventful year in the history of the 
island. It was a year ofexcitement and transition. It 
marked the change · _from a period of unrest to · one of 
quiet and readjustment. This change from a state of war 
to one of peace ushered in a long train · of events which 
put the moral and economic fabric of the island to a 
test. Besides the period of readjustment which necessari-
ly follows in the wake of a state of war, the island was 
visited by the most alarming earthquake that had ever 
struck it for years. This was followed by a unprecedent-
ed epidemic of influenza. On top of all this, large 
numbers of demobilized soldiers returned to fill the 
ranks of the unemployed. Many of our workers had been 
taken to the United States for war work. All these un-
expected events brought about a state of things that the 
government authorities, with the co-operation of the 
American Red Cross and the Military Officers, had to take 
immediate steps to ameliorate the condition of the poorer 
classes •. 
The losses due to the earthquake absorbed more 
than a million dollars in reconstruction work. Property 
losses were conservatively estimated at $3,472,159. But 
in spite of all these circumstances, the island came out 
of the diff:iculty in a prosper..;;,.ous condition. This pros-
perity is reflected in the total volume of trade. 
(40) 
Exports were larger than those of 1917-18. Two 
Liberty Loans were carried through successfully. The first 
was over subscribed by $723,150. The quota assigned to 
the island was $4,000,000. The total contributions to the 
war fund amounted to $12,383,150. If this effort means 
anything at all, it is that Porto Rico was enjoying a 
better period of economic prosperity. 
INTERNAL CONDITIONS. Internal bus.iness conditions were 
in general satisfactory. Ninety-five domestic trade-
marks were registered, and 63 new corporations with an 
authorized capital of $18,639,000 were organized. Three 
new banks were . also , incorporated with a capital stock 
of $70,540. The bank deposits increased by nearly 
$5,DOO,OOO over the figures of previous years. Cash 
resources increased $331,088, while the capital s tock 
paid in reached the sum of $381,997. In all these 
activities a new spirit is noticed •. Capital is used 
more prodigously, while the tendency to incorporat e 
c ommercial enterprises demonstrates a changing attitude 
on the part 'or the investing public •. 
The year 1920 was called, and is still remember-
ed~as . t he great sugar year. Commercial transactions were 
active and grew rapidly durin~ the year. Business in 
g eneral was 'brisk. The volume of external trade broke all 
records . The increase in the money value of the total 
. 
is a lmost incredible. Exports increased nearly 90 per 
(41) 
cent over the total of the previous year~ This represent-
ed an increase of $70,000,000 above the highest figures 
ever reached. The total increase in the external trade 
of the island was 74 per cent. This will be appreciated 
better by referring to the table given below on which 
are shown the exports for the last 26 years. 
THE BALANCE OF TRADE. The balance of trade has been in 
favor of Porto Rico for the last 13 years. This is a 
very gratifying situation when one considers that the 
total of all _t he balances is greater by 70 per cent 
than the total assessment of all the property of the 
island. It must be noted, however, that the great~st 
part of the increase in exports was due to the unprece ... 
dented high price of sugar~- This commodity more than 
doubled in value. But although it constituted by far 
the major part of the exports, it did not tell the whole 
story. The total exportation of other items was $51,887,699 
of 62 per cent over the exports for the previous year. 
Imports also showed an appreciable increase. 
Food stuffs totalled nearly $38,000,000. Clothing and 
shoes were far more liberally imported than in 1919. 
The internal trade throughout~his period is reflected 
in increased commercial activity. The year 1920 witnessed 
the organization of a very large number of corporations 
with a total capital of $1,152,110 to begin with. The 
(42) 
increase and extension of the insurance business was the 
largest ever recorded. The loans .ade by banks bear 
evidence of the increased commercial prosperity. 
By 1920 there were in the island six more· banks 
than in 1917. The aggregate bank deposits had increased 
from $22,394',165.81 to ~47,235,811.04. The cash reserves 
increased from $6,899,858,42 to $12,476,935 •. 71. This 
increase is the best evidence of the continued and sub-
stantial growth of business transactions. 
The value of imports and exports during the 
fiscal year 1919-20 exceeded those of 1917 by $105,303, 
583. Imports alone showed an increase of $33,988,174 as 
compared with those of the previous y ear. 
THE CRISIS OF 1920. The crisis which occurred in the 
United States in 1920 was felt in Porto Rico very notice-
ably. Sugar dropped suddenly from 23 cents to 4 cents 
a pound. This was followed bJ a marked clrop in the 
price of most of our exports. This broughtabout a 
financial crisis which seriously affected the banks of 
the island~ Credit had been extended to a very large 
number of corporations and when the crisis struck the 
· • island, the banks found themselves in a very difficult 
situation. But .as in previous years, the conservative 
policy of the management enabled them to meet effective-
ly the momentary circumstances. 
The external trade of the island during 1921 
(43) 
decreased $29,441,705, but it must be borne in mind 
that the volume of exports did not undergo any appreci-
able change. This drop in the total trade was due to 
the fall of prices which resulted from the change from 
war to peace. Sugar was our chief product, and it was 
natural that the island should experience this abnormal 
situation. The economic unrest of the people and 
principally of the working classes was due to the quick 
fall of wages and the slow readjustment of prices. 
Manufactured goods did not follow the rapid changes of 
the agricultural products. 
The crisis reached its climax during the year 
1920-1921. Again Porto Rico gave evidence of economic 
stability. The financial sto~.rn was weathered effective-
ly. In spite of all these adverse circumstances, in 
spite of low wages, and the natural trend of events 
which follows a period of adversity, the island came 
out with a favorable balance of trade, higher than that 
for the previous year. Import and export figures for 
1921 and 1922 were much above the previous level. A 
glance at those figures given below demonstrate that 
the island was not in a very embarassing condition. 
The .decrease noticed in the value of exports is not due 
to decrease of production, but to a fall in the prices 
of the island's main products. 
{44) 
COFFEE. The production of coffee has always been of 
great importance to Porto Rico. Th ere are many reasons 
why this should be so. For the conservation of the 
soil, no other product is more beneficial in a country 
where most of the cultivated lands are unusually hilly. 
From the standpoint of forestry it is also very essential, 
and its cultivation should be encouraged. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture and Labor has always fostered coffee 
plantations. 
In 1903, the average price of a· .. pound of coffee 
was 13 cents. By 1902, the island exported 26,906,399 
lbs. at a total value of a little over three millions 
of dollars. The average price per pound was 11 cents. 
At times exports of coffee have almost doubled in amount, 
and more than doubled in price. Although the growth 
of the industry has been subject to serious obstacles, 
its development has not been neglected. The value of 
exports for the year 1913 more than doubled the value 
for 1903. The period from 1915 to 1923 was a period 
of great depression for the coffee industry. Product-
ion fell from 51,000,000 to 14,000,000 lbs. 
The causes of this decline, in the opinion of 
government officials, are not of any definite nature 
since prices were higher than at the time when the 
production was 50,000,000 lbs. 
l40) 
The Commissioner of Agriculture believes 
that poor practices and deficient management were to 
a large extent responsible for this situation. 
Governor Towner, in his report to the President for 
the year 1925 makes the following statement: •Many of 
the coffee planters ceased to live on their farms and 
moved with their families to the cities. This practi-
cal abandonment of the farms by the owners and substi-
tution of tenant farming brought about the usual 
results of the deterioration of the property and a 
reduction of the product. • 
The greatest handicap to the rapid g r owth of 
our coffee industry is to be found in the fact that 
it has never been in demand in the American market. 
Most of it has always been sold in Europe. Economic 
conditions there are naturally reflected by the exports 
of the coffee bean from Porto Rico. The greatest de-
pression that experienced from 1913 to 1923 corresponds 
with the period of depression in Europe. 
During the year 1925, the outlook was encourag-
ing. Improvement in the plantations is noticeable and 
every effort is being made by the gove~ent to foster 
the coffee ' interests. The Federal Land Bank and the 
Intermediate Credits Act have been a great incentive to 
farmers. 
(46) 
PEAK OF PRODUCTION. Some idea about the change which 
the production of the three main crops has undergone 
may be obtained from the following figures in which 
the amounts representing the peaks of production during 
each administration are given. The change in the sugar 
indust~ is very noticeable. Cigars have reached almost 
unexpected figures. 
The Peak of Production 
Product Year Spanish Rule Year American Rule 
·--
Sugar 1879 340,647,036 1920 970,774,000 
Coffee 1879 67' 161,382 1915 51,125,620 
Tobacco 1880 12,188,517 1920 20,027,565 
Cigars 627,027,000 
To sum up the period from 1901 to 1925, it is 
fitting and proper to give a few comparative figures 
that will show those changes which reflect directly the 
growth of our trade with other countries. For a detailed 
statement the reader is referred to tables l to 10 given 
below. 
Year 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
190'7 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
191'7 
191'7 
1918 
1919 
1910 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Table l 
Merchandise shipped into and from Porto Rico 
in trade with the United States 
Imparts Exports · T0ta1 ti'ade 
I s·~96514oa 
* 
5j5811288 • 
12· ·546·:· 696 
10.i8821653 S,i3'78.i '766 lL9~261!419 
12;245.f845 11'•' 051 -195 23 .i 2.9'7 ~ 040 # I 11,i20l,069 11 ' '722if826 22,i932#985 
13;19741070 15!636,il45 29,i607.i215 
19,224:i881 19~142;461 38,i3'67·1342 
25 ' 686 ' 285 22 '' 0'70' 135 43,. 756,4·'].8 
22tl·6771 376 25!891!201 48,568,657 
23!618;545 26,i394i312 50,012,857 
2~~097,i654 32 .i 096,;, 64 5 59,i193;299 
34 ' 6'71 :958 34~7651409 69,i437 1367 
3.,:424 ~. 545 42;i873;1400. 80;i29'7.,946 
.. " 33.il55:i005 40,535\623 7·3,693j:628 
32,5681368 34~423:180 66,1 991'' 548 
30,929;,t83l 42,311~920 '13,i24l: 751 
35,892;515 60 952 768 96.,845,283 
.. .I 
49.,539,i249 73,il15,224 122,i654.j4'73 
59~945,1758 65,j414j989 124_;460,'74'7 
57,i989,i085 71.,015,1351 128.i913,436 
90;.,724.;259 133..,20'1~508 223,i931,767 
97~074..,399 103..,388;22'7 200,i462~626 
57,i400;028 66_,229.i 771 123.i 629 .i 799 
64,i743,i462 77~00'1;257 141.,750,i'719 
80,590~021 SO,i'754,975 161.,244,996 
79,349,618 84,411.,792 163.,'761,410 
Table 2 
Merehandise shipped into and from the island 
of: .Porto Rico in trade with foreign countries 
Year Imports Exports Total 
1901 $ l;i9526.'728 $ 3 "002 ' 6'79 4.; 955,i40'7 ,. ,. 
1902 2~326,1957 4,i055_i190 &i382,il47 
1903 2.203~441 4,i03'7,i884 6.f241;325 
1904 l,i958..f960 4_.543~0'77 6_,500,037 
1905 2;.~562~189 3;07·6;420 5_,638,i609 
1906 2 -'602 '7$1 4,115,069 6_,71'7.,863 .. . 
190'7 3_.580,i887 4_.926;167 8,i507,054 
1908 - 3,i148:,289 4,.753,i2Cl9 7,i90l .. 498 
1909 2.1 925-;,781 3.,99~,913 6.,922,i694 
1910 3,i•537 ,i20l 5.1864,i574 9;401,775 
1911 5~50l..f928 6.i832~912 9_i267~997 
1912 3,i '145.105'7 a;; 5 64,; 94 2 12 · 33.J:··Mo 
1913 3,745,;<0'517 8.i564;942 12, 30fl999 
- , rl 
1914 3_,838.,419 8,i6"19;582 l2 ' 618 ' 001 ' _, , 
1915 2;954,i465 "'',i044,i987 "9; 999, 452. 
1916 3.iG58164l 5_j7'78,1805 11_j86l,i668 
1917 4.,eos,.9'75 7,i855~693 11,;861_,668 
1918 4.i443_,524 s .;7'79.i033 13_,222_i55'7 
1919 4l: -502 . 2'7$ 8_j480,i689 12 _, 982',~ 9 64 .. , -
- 1920 5_,664,i2'75 1'7,i603.i941 23;268_,216 
1921 8,405_,304 8,890,i348 17,295,652 
1922 61'7'?.5 ; 121 5 942 '800 12..,486,836 , .1_ 
1923 . '7'j 20l'j043 - 5.,285..f'793 l.2 _,466 _ ,836 
1924 &:,779_,603 7_,525,565 13,30<5,168 
1925 11,~154 , 983 10,407,152 21,562,135 
Year 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
190'7 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
Table :3 
·C;of'tee Exports 
Pounds 
12;, 15'7;, 24 0 
26;,906 .. 399 
35,207;,139 
34 "329 "972 
.. .. 
ll6_,849,i739 
.. 28,.,290#:322 
38 ' 756 "750 
· .# .. 
3·5,.,256~489 
28,1489,2:36 
45;,209;792 
33~937-,021 
40 ' 146~:365 49~7741197 
50 211 .. 94 '7 , "-51;125~620 
32.i144;2a:s 
39;6154146 
37.i6l8;613 
27 "897 "7'71 
" .. 32 .I '1-7.6.1 754 
26,7:31,648 
23,i402,127 
16j821,939 
214f859j215. 
23,'781_,007 
Table 4 
Sugar Exports 
Year Tons Value Average price 
1901 68 ' 909 4_1715,i6ll 68,143 
1902 '91!912 5,i890,i302 64~ 08 
1903 113 '108 ., ,i4·70 ~ 122 66r~04 I 
1904 129,647 8,i690.i814 67~03 
1905 135~663 ll,i925,i804 87~90 
1906 205#277 14,i184.i667 69:~10 
1907 204,i0'79 14;'770,1682 721.'37 
1908 234,1607 18;s90,i504 76\~52 
1909 244125"1 18.1432,i.446 "15'~46 
1910 2844522 23.1545~922 82·~75 
1911 322,i919 24 "479 . 34·6 75'~81 I .I 
1912 367;,145 31;544~063 8·&.~92 
1913 382 "700 26~619.i158 69f~55 .I 
1914 320~633 20.i240,i335 631~1-2 
1915 29414'75 27.,2'78,i'754 9~·64 
1916 424,1955 45~809,i445 107j~79 . 
1917 488,1943 54,i015.i903 110·~47 
1918 336;i788 41..,362,229 122;~81 
1919 3511910 48,i132,i419 136:~77 
1920 419,i388 98_j923,i750 235_i,88 
1921 409,140"1 72,i440;924 176!.94 
1922 469.1889 40,i820.i338 .atr.es 
1923 355,i423 46.i207_1276 13~01 
1924 372i941 47,i838.i687 I2st•5a 
1925 571,.559 53.,261,.895 93!:.20 
Table 5 
Value of Fruit Exports 
Year 
-1902 1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
190'7 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
191'7 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Value 
Table 6 
Tobacco Leaf' and Scrap Exported 
year 
1907 
1908 
1909 . 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
191'7 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
' 1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Founds 
4 ' 344''" 659 
.I I . . 8~402 '' 286 4,539~320 
4 .i 17 6,i 172 
4 '450 ' 012 ,_ I 
5 '456 ' '751 
a" 536~776 · 
.1. I. 9'' 244 ' 490 
912851333 
a!oM"914 
9 ' 408"723 
17 .. 196~323 
" , 17~5001365 
20;1507,i565 
14tl667,j932 
22,i452,i588 
19 '' 911 '979 
23,343 ... 048 
.I .~ 
22,957,569 
Value 
.. ' 
Table ? 
Showing the gradual growth o:f the cigar and 
cigaret indus~ry 
Year 
190'7 
1908 . 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
. 1916 
191'7 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Total Output 
Cigars 
207,1368~253 
180#705,1549 
225.-235.i '531 
244~424.-598 
275 ,, 807 .i593 281:448:~2'71 
284,i806.f812 
263~075~534 
275.16981490 
268,3'79,151 
. -· ... , .. 
288' .. 4261204 
243:459,1492 
321,iMO.fl98 
258i052,i041 
118101 '71408 
259,1643,;43'7 
251121'7;_681 
266_,57~,209 
Cigarets 
ss8;,t82,;ooo 
365 ' 640 ' 324 , # 
376,; '7'70,;000 
406;986 ' 300 
4'71:iMOJ045 
543,i724,;350 
473,1768,6810 
382;890;120 
35l,ilOO.f915 
319_i8ll-~295 
346,1516.1649 
446,i693~600 
581 '• 548 ' 820 ~ , 
41'7 ' 454 ' 960 436!'708~520 
420~303,i400 
408,i868,i100 
424~10'7,82Q 
Table 9 
Annual Trade Balance resulting from the C~m­
aerce between Porto Rico and other countries 
Year 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
190'7 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Balance 
In favor 
i. · ~ ·~ · ~ ·~ ~- l~ '• '~~~ . 
fe '• e e • '• e • 'e !e I · 
• 639,793 
3.,096~8'74 
2_i173,306 
1~429~865 
4,818,825 
3,84·6._,899 
7.i325,i364 
l ·i13ll370 
6,i778,i940 
12,i203,j503 
6,i695j975 
15;.472j611 
2'7;'780.i417 
27,;425,i693 
10~904.i740 
'17 ~095,; 680 
54 -422,i915 
6!798,i872 
''1 ,997 . 422 
1o;Ma!54s 
1 '089 ''084 
... ~ 4~314._,343 
Against 
• 334~ 169 
'7'75,654 
'rab1e 10 
Summary of the external trade of Porto Rico 
Ye·ar Imports Exports Total 
1901 8,i918 ' 1·36 8;i583;p967 1'1.1502,103 
1902 131209:610 12,1433,953 25,643,i563 
1903 14 449 286· 1508·9,i079 29;538,365 
.. .. 16!2651903 1904 13,169,029 29~434,932 
1905 16,636_,259 181_, 7091565 35,24·5,824 
1906 21.,827,665 23,257·,;530 45.;085~195 
190"1.' 29.~26'7~172 26 996 300 56;.263,472 , , 
1908 25,825~665 30,644,490 56,470,155 
1909 26;;644,i326 30~391.i225 56,i935.i551 
1910 30,i634,855 37,960.f219 68,~595,074 
1911 38j786,i997 39,918,367 '78,i795,364· 
1912 42-, 926,4'73 49 ... '705,i413 92,i631,886 
1913 36,900,062 49,103,565 86,003,i62'7 
1914 36,406,'787 43,102,'762 79 '509 ' 549 I I 
1915 33,884,296 49,i356,90'7 . 83~' 241 ' 203 
1916 38,951,156 66.i731,i5'73 1orleae17.29 
191'7 53,545,224 80,i9'70 917 134~516 141 
. " 167 685f~ 1918 63,389~282 '74,294,022 
1819 62,400~360 '79,496:,040 141!896!400 
1920 96,i388j534 150 ''811,449 24'7 '199 ' 983 
1921 180';14'79 ,i "P..3 112:2'78,5'75 217!7ss!2'7S!· 
1922 64~1'75,il49 72:; 1 '72 ,1571 l36j347.f'720 
1923 71;M4,i·505 82,i292,i050 154~23'7,i555 
1924 89~369,i624 88;2so;54o 1 '7'7;1650,104 .- ... 
1925 90,504.#610 94,818,944 185~323,545 
Chapter III 
PUBLIC FINANCE 
(47) 
PUBLIC FINANCE IN 1900. The insular budget for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1900 amounted to 
$1,984,645.31. The valuation of the island at that 
time was estimated by good judgment at one hundred 
million dollars. Again.st this valuation there was 
no outstanding debt. The American officials found 
the island in a fairly good financial condition. 
The revenue laws existing at that time 
were inadequate. The wealthy classes were escaping 
taxation while those less able to pay, as Governor 
Allen stated, were saddled with enormous taxes out 
of all proportion to their means.. The American 
authorities became aware of the fact that a more 
scientific system of taxation was necessary and that 
a remedial reform has to be effected. 
The income of the insular government was n~t 
sufficient to meet the public needs.. A fifteen per 
cent tariff was provided for the organic act to meet 
the needs of the insular authorities. The duty brought 
in enough funds to tide over the government in the mean-
time. According to the auditor of the island, there 
was on hand at the inauguration of the civil regime in 
active cash $285,339.29, including trust funds. To this 
was added ~65,566.27 pertaining to the period of the 
(48) 
Uilitary government. After deducting certain claims 
against the 11 di.putation provincial", the cash fund was 
reducted to $115,142.89. The total expenditures of the 
island during the ten months of Military administration 
aggregated $1,542,795.29. The total receipts for the 
same period were $1.377,890.87. The excessiexpenditures 
over receipts was $165,104.62. 
The Aot of Congress approved April 12, 1900 
provided three sources of revenue for the support of 
the government. These were as follows: 
1. Internal taxation 
2~ Customs collection on imports 
3. A tax on imports into the United 
States from Porto Rico. 
The first form of revenue was collected directly by 
the insul,ar treasU~J •. The other two were left tp the 
Federal authorities; the proceeds being held as a 
separate fund to be put at the disposal of the President 
for us, as the circumstances might determine in the 
interests of the island. 
The course of the finances for the first months 
shows that the provision for customs collections .· was 
a very timely measure. The absence of that r-evenue, 
it was admitted by the Governor, would have meant 
paralysis in every line of insular developemnt, a 
depleted treasury, and a complete abandonment of the 
(49) 
beneficient policy inaugurated by the American adminis-
tration. There was no sentiment at that time for Free 
Trade between the United States and Porto Bico. Customs 
duties were the chief reliance of the treasury. The 
provision was merely temporary to provide a provisional 
source of revenue. The Legislature was called upon to 
adopt new measures for a permanent system of taxation. 
The Governor in his message states that a system was 
necessary to provided a basis for financial stability. 
SPANISH TAXATION. Under the Spanish regime two forms 
of direct taxation for insular purposes were in exist-
ence. The first one consisted in a tax on Commerce and 
Industry. The other was called "Territorial Tax", a 
sort of duty on incames d~rived from agriculture and 
urban property. These taxes were not changed by the 
Military government. A minor alteration was introduced 
in the Territorial tax for expediency, and new excise 
taxes were imposed on alcoholic liquors, matches, and 
playing cards.. Because these measures were inadaquate 
to provide . sufficient funds, changes were urgent. 
This was the task of the new administrations. 
EVOLUTION OF FINANCES. According to l&r. William F. 
Willoughby, Treasurer of Porto Bico, the financial 
history of the island may be divided into three periods.-
(50) 
The first extended from the time of the change of 
sovereignty to the 'dopt i on of the new system. During 
this time, the administration continued under the same 
laws which they found in operation. It was natural 
that a short period of observation be permitted to 
allow the new officials an opportunity to test in 
practice the defects of the Spanish system of taxation 
and expenditures. The second period was characterized 
by the devising and adopting of new revenues more in 
conformity with American principles and practices • . 
The third period was devoted to perfecting the new 
measures put into operation, and to the establishment 
of adequate machinery for its efficient maintenance. 
As has been stated above, the tax system which the 
American officials found in operation was contrary to 
sound principles of government financing. The Military 
authorities had to retain it until something better 
could be devised. The first attempt to modify the 
system was the abolition of the government lott~ery, 
the cedulas (identification certificates), and other 
minor duties. With a view to improve the financial 
condition of the treasury, the President designated Mr. J. 
H. Hollander, then Assistant Professor of Economics at 
John·Hopkins University, to revise the tax~tion laws in 
Porto Rico. In 1900 he was appointed treasurer, and the 
result of his investigation was embodied in a bill which 
(51) 
was passed by the Legisla ture and which established an 
entirely new system. The reorganization movement mani-
fested itself in two forms. One side favored the 
~position of heavy indirect taxes ~on convenience 
goods and the discriminating taxation of property and 
capital. The other side favored the modern principle 
of taxation according to capacity to pay. This second 
movement won the approval of the legislature. 
CIVIL GOVERNMENT. Accordingly, the first year of 
Civil Government saw the establishment of a satis-
factory financial system. General appropriations were 
made for all services. The bill passed by the Legis-
lature carried an aggregate of $1 1887,902.2l · to whic~ 
were added a few other small appropriations, making a 
total of nearly $2,000,000 for the year ending ~une 30, 
1902.. The policy of the first officials under the new 
form of government was intelligent for the future. 
With the gradual economic development of the island, it 
was natural to look forward to increasing sources of 
revenue. In order to facilitate the easy movement of 
the governmental machinery, it was thought advisable 
to correlate the financial organization of the island 
with that of the United States. The first step was that 
of substituting American dollars for Spanish pesos as 
the medium of exchange. This brought about a series of 
(52) . 
d.ifficul ties which worked injustice to certain classes •-
But this brief period of uncertainty and unrest was 
followed by one of commercial and economic revival. 
Besides the adoption of the national currency, 
there happened two other noteworthy incidents. The first 
was the extension of the National Bank Act to Porto Rico, 
and the second the authorization given to 'El Banco 
Espanol" to amend its by-laws. Serious objections were 
raised as to the power of this bank on the question of 
note issue. This matter is discussed more plainly in 
the chapter on banking. 
The Governor saw as of great importance the 
fact tha t the treasury did not have any outstanding ob-
ligations to meet. This absence of a floating or funded 
debt was very influential in giving the new administra-
tion a satisfactory start. · Although the act establish-
ing Civil Government authorized the island to issue bonds 
not in excess of seven per cent of the tax valuation, 
tPis margin was not resor~ed to due to the untried con-
dition of the ,revenue laws. A step in that direction 
would have been unwise. Efficient financial administra-
tion is premised on ultimate capacity to pay. This 
policy was duly emphasized by Prof. Hollander when he 
discouraged, as an economic blunder, the borrowing of 
$3,000,000 for the relief of the farming interests. 
(53) 
REORGANIZATION .bF THE ' TRBASURY~ The duties of the Treasurer 
of the island were defined in the new organic act creating 
a Civil Government as follows:-- He shall collect and be the 
custodian of the public funds, and shall distribute the same 
when appropriated by law on warrants signed by the Auditor 
and countersigned by the Governor, and shall perform such 
other duties as may be prescribed by law. 
As soon as the functions of the Military govern-
ment were discontinued, most of the duties and responsibili-
ties of the Civil Secretary were transferred to the newly 
created post of Treasurer of Porto Rico. The duties of the 
Treasurer under the Military government were also entrusted 
to this new officer. 
According to the report of Dr. Hollander as first 
treasurer under the new civil administration, the work of 
his predecessor was efficiently done.. In order to system-
atize the work, Dr. Hollander reorganized the department 
functionalizing its services. The, following bureaus were 
established: 
1 - Bureau of Accounts 
2 - Bureau of Muncipal Affairs 
3 - Bureau of Internal Revenue 
4 - Bureau of Tax Law Revision 
The Bureau of Accounts formed the administrative center 
of the Department. To the good services of these various 
bureaus is due the efficiency of the administration in 
• 
(54) 
providing a decent system of accounts... All disburse-
ments are made by the Treasurer upon warrants executed 
by the Auditor and countersigned by the Governor. In 
the words of Dr. Hollander: "T'he termination of the 
first year of Civil Government saw the definite es-
tablishment of a basis for financial stability". 
THE REVENUE ACT OF 1901. As a result of the investi-
gations of Dr. Hollander, previous to this appointment 
a s Treasurer of the island, new measures were adopted 
to provide a permanent revenue system.. An Act to 
provide revenue for the people of Porto Rico and for 
other purposes was passed by the Legislature in 
January 1, 1901. The most important features of this 
new legislation were (1) a general tax upon the value 
of real and personal property in the island, (2) a 
system of excise taxes upon liquor, tobacco, matches, 
documents, and certain other articles, (3) an inherit-
ance tax, (4) an annual license tax upon foreign 
corporations doing business in Porto Rico, and (5) 
a tax upon surety and insurance companies. Under the 
previous system, assessment was in the hands of 200 
separate boards appointed by the sixty-six muncipali-
ties. The new l ,egislation reorganized the services, 
and placed the entire assessment machinery in the 
hands of the central government·- This made for efficiency • 
(55) 
THE -NEW POLICY~ The resources of the island were 
from then on drawn upon to supply the needed funds to 
meet the expenses of the insular government. A policy 
of intelligent administration was initiated. This has 
resulted in the marked progress of the island in roads, 
school buildings, sanitation, education, and financial 
stability. With its relative poverty the island has 
accomplished much more than any other Latin American 
country in an equal period of time. Our system of 
roads, our school buildings, our Public Health Service, 
and our control of public funds would be an honor to 
many states of the Union.. This fact was publicly 
acknowledged by General Mcintyre, Chief of the Bureau 
of Insular Affairs of the Department of War, upon his 
recent visit to Porto Rico~ Public theft is practi-
cally unknown because of the efficient and business-
like organization of the central government through 
the functionalization of all its services.-
The budgetary system of public finance makes 
it possible to exercise a strict supervision of the 
public expenditures... Estimates are made by the Depart-
ment Heads of their necessa ry funds. Said estimates 
are reduced if in excess of probable or estimated 
revenues. The reduction is made by the Governor, upon 
the recommendations of the Auditor, who acts as 
supervisor for the general budget.. Once the budget is 
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made, it is submitted to the Ligislature by the 
Governor after discussing with the Heads of Depart-
ments and other government officials all matters 
affecting the various items of expenditure. The 
Governor has authority to suggest changes or altera-
tions and to object to such parts of the general 
budget as he does not believe justified, without 
vetoing the entire bill. This method facilitates 
the work of both branches of the insular government, 
and makes it possible to strike out any appropriations 
which may be deemed excessive or unnecessary,. 
The new policy of the administration has 
been one of conservatism. Both the Governor and the 
Legislature have been reluctant to sanction measures 
involving seriously the credit and good standing of 
the public treasury.. There have been at times serious 
discrepancies between both brances of the administra-
tion, but as it is the case in governments where both 
sides respect each other, definite conclusions have 
been reached whereby public credit and confidence have 
been strengthened- The Insular Government has in-
variably met its financial obligations. Its credit 
has always been sound.. The word of the administration 
has always been made good by the palment of its debts, 
and its condition has invariab~y been satisfactory 
throughout the t wenty-six years ~ overed in these studies. 
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This healthy state of the public treasu~ has largely 
resulted from the political stability of the island 
under American rule. Nothi~s more detrimental to 
substantial economic development than unstable 
institutions~ Lack of confidence in those responsible 
for the protection of commercial interests thwarts 
initiative, interrupts the easy flow of goods and the 
. . {ht. 
exchange of serv1ces, and underm1nesffoundations of 
any country's econ.omic structure. 
The one insistent policy of the administra-
tion has been capa·ci ty to pay.. The Legislature has 
always· been reluctant to t ax unn~cessarily any trade 
or industry. This has encouraged and made possible 
the gradual expansion of business~ but the sources 
of revenue, once found, are closely and carefully 
inspected. The vigilance exercised by government 
officials and the due enforc·ement of the law have 
created a spirit of respect on the part of the common 
taxpaers that makes for efficiency. Appeals by 
aggrieved individuals in the amount of taxes to be 
paid are now considered by a permanent Board of 
Equalization and Review which acts a tribunal of tax 
appeals. 
EFFECTS OF REORGANIZATION. The history of public 
finances in Porto Rico is characterized by a gradual 
and uninterrupted assent. The foundation that made this 
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possible was lai_ d in the arly years when the system 
was reorganized and permanent revenues devised. The 
permanency of this system has fostered the growth of 
the public income, has democratized taxation, and last 
but not least, has made possible the execution of p+ans 
for the improvement of the social conditions of the 
population • . Public confidence has given to the 
activities of the government a hi~~ moral character. 
As early as 1903, the Governor stated in his report to 
the President: 11The credit · of the island should be very 
high, events having proved stability of goverrunent 
which would justify investment in the bonds of the 
government, and there is no doubt that a loan could 
be successfully negotiated". That the credit of the 
island was firm is demonstrated by the fact that the 
first bond issue ever offered in the money markets in 
1906 was sold at a premium. In 1907, the :treasury was: 
in a state of unexampled prosperity. The income far 
exceeded the expenditures. At that time there was' an 
accumulated cash balro1ce of $ 1,000,000 in addition to 
~~200 ,000 due it from loans to muncipal governments. 
A large part of this success is due to the flexibility 
of the taxing system which makes it possible to .make 
arrangements for the payment of delinquent taxes. The 
plan in use facilitates the extension of time in cases 
where payment thru force would mean ruin to the tax-
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payers. Attachments s re comparatively few·. 
That the re-organizat ion had an effective 
influence on t~e general conditions of the island is 
proved by the fact that by 1907 the revenues of the 
island were largely derived from indirect taxation as 
will be seen from the statisticsgiven somewhere else 
in this chapter. In that year less than ~~200 ,000 were 
obtained from direct taxes on property. The excise 
tax amounted to 1~1,952,070.95. By 1910, .it reached 
$2,071,066.82, while the tax on property decreased to 
$127,245~20. The following figures for various periods 
will give a better idea: 
Year Exercise Tax ProEert~ Tax 
1902 $804,545.09 ~429 964.16 .. , 
1906 1,420,006.90 199,226 .21 
1913 2,530,173.93 177,585.21 
1920 2,864,997.80 430,274.93 
1925 3,125,541.41 438 , 433.41 
The administration has invariably mainta ined its policy 
of taxing more t h ose articles which are commonly regarded 
as· luxuries, such as jfiilw~IT'j , cigars, perfumery, playing 
cards, etc. 
The open character of the method of handling 
·public affairs which has been an essential part of the 
program in the re-organiza tion of the government finances 
has helped considerably in developing among the taxpayers 
. . 
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a spirit of confidence and goodwill tmYards the admi·-
~istration. Information of all sorts is distributed 
freely by tne various bureaus charged with the function 
of collecting and protecting public f lmds. The public 
has never failed to receive adequate information on the 
way in which their taxes are used. Discussing this 
matter the treasurer has said: "The presentation of in-
formation of this character was felt to be specially 
desirable in the case of the government of Porto Rico. 
Here new lines or policies ':'lere being adopted, new sources 
of revenue opened up, and new lines of expenditures pro-
vided for, and it was extremely desirable . tha t there-
sults or such action should be clearly shovrn. In a 
peculiar manner, moreo~er, the officials here entrusted 
with the direction of affairs may be said to have the 
responsibility of the trustees, and not only the people 
of the island themselves, but those of the whole United 
States are interested in knowing exactly how affairs are 
being managed. The publication of such in£ormation in 
an easily comprehensible form is essential if ~e govern-
ment is properly to perform its tasks of educating the 
people of the island in a knowledge of their public 
affairs, and of the principles and art of government, so 
that the management of such affairs can be more largely 
placed in their hands 11 • 
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Those who have had technical training would 
undoubtedly subscribe to the statement that for public 
purposes Porto Rico can boast o f as good a system of 
accounting a s any commonwealth under the American flag . 
This is of fundament a l importance to sound public finance, 
a nd its value in promoting the interests of the isl and 
can not be que stioned . 
.._, 
This has been largely responsible for t he sue-
cess of the insular government in its disposition of 
the funds available for public use. For purposes of 
. 
admi niatration nothing is more necessary than an accur-
ate and precise lmowledge of the means to be used i n 
carrying out a program of a financial character. It 
i s generally admitted that the method of accounts prior 
to 1901 was so different from, and inferior to, t hose 
a dopted after the governmental machinery was reorganize d 
~ "'\~ the superiority of the latter was asserted p romptly 
after their installation. The new aili~inistration t ackl ed 
t h e problem from a scient ific point of v-i.;:.n , thJ.G ills.ldn~ 
fo r exactness and promptness i n the d ispa tch of publ ic 
affairs. This new policy could not fail to bear fruit. 
Generally speaking it may be safel y stated that n o oth-
er community under the Ame rican flag can present a bet-
ter example of efficient public admi nistration. What 
Porto Rico has a ccomplished in t he short period of 26 
y ears is an outstanding manifest CJ; tion of zeal, integr ity 
and devotion to the c. sJ.l3 ·3 of the people. It has made 
possible the unprecedented gro·wth of commerce , the rapid 
expansion of trade, the prompt establish1nent of a stable 
and permanent g overmaent backed in all respects by the 
confiden ce of the law- abiding citi zenry. The case of 
Porto Rico, as has been admitted by many national repre-
sentatives of the government, is not excelled by any 
state of t he union , n o r equalled by any other country 
under similar conditions . The treasurer of the island 
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is responsible for the following statement: "Life a.nd 
propert y are as secure here as in the Uriited States, and 
the government is probably more efficiently and econom-
ically administered . 11 Statistics prove the truth of this 
statement . Our per capita expenditures are less t h an 
in any ~tate of the Union, and considerably smaller t h an 
in any Latin American Republic. Without doubt, t his is 
the result of business-like meth ods, and a disinterested 
devotion on the part of the administration to the t ask 
of serving t he peo pl e in whose interests they work . I t 
is proper to mention here , in connection wi th t h i s d is-
cussion of the efficiency of the public service, the 
f ac t tha t in Porto Rico the insular government pe r for;ns 
a great many services not usually performe d by the a tate 
g overnments in continental United States . The fol l ow-
ing services are strictly of an insular character and 
are in the hands of t he insular departme n ts: 
1. Education 
2. Road c onstruction and ma intenance 
3. Police Force 
4. San itary I nspe ction 
5. Property Asse ssment. 
Because the cen tral gov ernment expends the grea t er part 
of its ~unds i n rendering these services , i t h a s to ke ep 
a close ~atch on the payment of taxes, and on expendi-
tures. This is done effectively, and exper i ence has 
demonstrated that delinquency in the payment of overdue 
t axes has not been generally d ue to inability to pay but 
to the tendency on the part of many tax payers to put 
off p ayment as long as ~oss ible. I n the enforcement of 
the law, due consideration is g iven t o the time in which 
t axpayers can meet their finan cial obligations witho u t 
imposing serious burdens upon them. 
It has been argued by many observers of our pub-
lic matters that Porto Ric o suffers from t he defect s of 
too much centra liza tion. This is unque stionably true 
in oany cases. Education is over-centralized. Sanita-
tion is practically in t he hands of t he Insular govern-
ment. Road construction and ;:aaintenance is wholly an 
insular matter. But from the poL'lt of view of effie ien -
cy, e xpedie n cy, and economy, it is beyond que stion that 
t he whole island has i mmens e ly bene fited by this arrange -
ment •. 
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Many reasons could be given to substantiate 
this statemen t, but they would not fall within the nature 
of this paper. The aim of the writer is to point out 
facts. The ample discussion of the social, economic, and 
financial reasons which have prompted the establishment 
of a central l!lachinery for the administration of insular 
affairs is reserved for a later study of the larger prob-
lems of the island of which these studies naturally will 
form an essential part. 
Municipal F.inances.:: A very outstanding example of 
good service is the care with which municipal finances 
are supervised. This policy has invariably had a very 
healthy effect on the nature of municipal affairs. It 
has encouraged a better understanding of the local prob-
lems, and has made possible the establishment of a great 
many services which would have been forgotten or aban-
doned in the hands of local governments. Among these 
may be mentioned school buildings, municipal hospitals, 
aqueducts, slaughter houses, and meat markets . Without 
thwarting municipal initiative, the central governL~ent 
has invariably advised, supervised, and encouraged lo-
cal interests. Central supervision has put checks upon 
the vicious tendency of allowing obligations to be in-
curred without due provision for their payment. The Ex-
ecutive Council of the island, composed of the governor 
and the various department heads, passes upon all ordi-
nances involving the credit of the local governments. 
Obligations are generally paid out of local funds or i n 
the form of bonds approved by that central organism. Ci-
ties are treated as ordina ry corporations. They are guar-
anteed by the central government in the exercise of their 
lawful rights within the terms of their charters. But 
when they trespass said rights, the Insular governinent, 
through its duly authorized representatives, steps i n and 
corrects the evil. 
During the Spanish rule, the towns and cities 
in Porto Rico were almost totally subservient to the In-
sular government. Under the presen t reg i me they are free 
in every respect, provided they keep wi t h i n their a ccepted 
forms. The central government has always encouraged the 
spirit of municipal independenc e , and loca l self reliance 
as fast as possible. But it cannot go too fast. Local 
government depends for its succe s.s upon loce,l ini tia ti ve, 
local public spirit, and above all upon a clear under-
standing of public needs. This is not totally possible 
until 11 bossism11 is done away with , and the interest s of 
the community are pl a ced above those who aim to use their 
influence in fostering their own ends. The i mprovised 
rural lea der, the town boss, the large number of illiter-
ate individuals that gather around these loca l would-be 
defenders of municipal freedom are a serious menace to 
the es t ablishment o f stron~ self-governing co~unities. 
The policy of the central government has exerted a p ower-
ful influence upon the character of town and city affairs, 
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and has been influential in shaping their policies ac-
cording to their means. 
The rehabilitation of llunicipal Finances was 
t he mos t serious task which confronted the Civil Govern-
me nt i mmediately after its inauguration. I n 1901, all 
but two of the municipalities were heavily in debt, while 
many were practically insolvent for lack of good methods 
of administration. By 1907, the treasurer of the island 
was in condition to report that "through action of the 
Le gislature and the Treasury Department not only had all 
of t hese debts been practica lly extinguished, but all 
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but two of t he sixty-six !nunicipali ties on J une 30, 1907 
had cash balances in their treasuries more than sufficien t 
to pay the ir outstanding floating obligations 11 • This is 
the clearest indication of the healthy effect of insular 
supervision. 
Public Assessment of Property: One of the many factors 
in the gradual increase of the public funds is the system 
of as sessment. Without making the valuation of the islan d 
subject to taxation too burdensome, it has gradually b e e n 
increased to meet t he changing conditions of the insular 
services. New roads, new mills, and new factories gradu-
ally put new land under cultivation. Production a nd trade 
have consequently increased, and the change reflects itself 
in the increasing capacity to pay. The taxing system has 
neve r been an obstacle to the developement of industries 
and trade. The growth of the internal and external 
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commerc i a l transac t ions carr i ed on dur i ng t he last few 
years is the bes t evidence whi ch could be offered to 
substantiate t h is sta t ement. A policy of econo. ·ic op-
press i on woul d h ave be en fatal t:J the emergence of new 
enterprise s . There has been dis con t ent here and there , 
but we cannot lose sight of the f a c t that such i s t he 
case whenever taxes a re imJosed . Pay ing taxes a r e gen-
erally resented by a considerable nu mbe r of ci t izens 
whose interests absorb t heir whole life. Besides a large 
portion of the tax payers a re foreigners, who naturally 
do n ot a ccep t taxation with t he spirit of compl a cen c y 
shown by t he native element~ ~ any, a gree.t . many, of 
our landed citizens , and a l arge number of our indus-
trial employers make the island a field of exploitation . 
Their spiritual int erests are far beyond t he ~orro Castle . 
It is only na tural that t hey should respec tful ly object 
to being de p r i ved o f s u ch sums as might c ontribute towards 
thei r purse cont ents . ;iTany large corporations, owned 
and raanaged largely by continental s , have at times pre -
sented ser i ous obstacles t o t he policies of the govern-
ment . Large amoun ts of overdue taxes are still pending 
of collection .· be cause of the refined mal ice of many 
infl uentia l '' pe tty kings " towarJ.s anything and every -
thing t hat smacks of gov ernuent a l inte rfe ren ce with their 
p l ans t o exploit t:-1e " island ,:Jossession." 
But in spit e of everything, the asse ssment of t he 
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island has been carried on fairly well, considering the 
i mportance of the vested interests . The tota l valuation 
of the l a nded property of Porto Rico in 1901 was 396 , 426 .32. 
The turn i ng point c ame i n 1907 when it reached '108 , 078 , 959 . 
The year 1911 saw this amount increased to ~ 133,223,775 , 
whil e by 1920 it tota lled ~286 , 430 , 703. 
This increase has been made possible by t h e constant 
rev ision made by the Assessment Bureau o f t he Treasury 
Department . The present assessment val ue of the island 
is placed at ~315 , 86 2,283 , but t he writer is of the o -
pinion that this to tal could be brought up to more than 
~ 500 , 000 ,000, if a more scientific system of assess@ent 
and a better equipped personnel could be developed . 
The Organic Ac t has placed a limit on the borrowing 
capacity of t he island , whi ch is 10~% of its assessed 
val uation . The present i ndebtedness of t he insular g ov-
ernment is around ~1enty million dollars . Th is amount 
leaves a margin of a few million on the borrowing capac -
ity of the island . 
For a dete.iled statement of t he gradual growth of 
the publ ic valuation of insular property , the reader is 
referred to the statistics g i ve n at the end of this chap-
ter . 
GRADUAL H 1PROVE1d:B;l.,TT OF I NTEHNAL CONDIT IONS :: very 
encouraging condit i on i n the publ i c finances of the is-
l and is t he fact that practically every source of income 
has s t eadily increased in productiveness . Exception, 
of course, must be_ made of customs duties , but as has 
been stated ~lsewhere in this paper, this is due to 
the early transfer of trade from foreign countries to 
the United States . Customs duties decreased gradual-
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ly from 1901 to 1904. In 1905 the tide turned and since 
then this source has increased noticeably , as will be 
seen from statistics given velow for the last 25 years. 
These statistics reflect thg constant growth of t he 
island 1 s capacity to import and export. 
I mproved internal conditions are a lso reflected by 
t he number of new corporations registered with the Sx-
ecutive Secretary of Porto Rico. A table is given be-
low covering the period from 1910 to 1921. Defaults 
i n the payment of taxes have been almost negligible . 
The excise tax reflects internal conditions directly 
and is an accurate idea of the heal thy state of business . 
A comparative stat ement is given below of excise, p rop-
erty, and inheritance taxes. The excise tax has i n -
creased gradually from ~804 ,543.09 in 1902 to ,3 ,125,541 . 41 
in 1925 . 
NEW LEG I SLATION NEEDED: In 1916 the question of 
increas ing the revenues of the government was consid-
ered very seriously. The governor, upon assumi ng his 
duties in the autumn of' 1913, found out that the ex-
penditures would exceed the revenues for the fiscal 
year 1913-14 by nearly three mill ion dollars. · The 
only way out was a rigid and severe economy. Although 
the measures t aken were drastic the · crisis lasted two 
years and the reserve in the treasury was pra ctically 
exhausted. When the Le gislature met in February, 1 915 , 
the governor made a strong recommenda.tion that insular 
revenues be considerat ·l y increased. He re comrue nde d 
heavier taxation on the property of t he island. The 
fo llowing was provided:-
1. One fourth per cent i n the property tax. 
2. A compl ete revision of the assessment of all 
property. 
3. A complete revision of the law governing and 
taxing mo tor vehicle s . 
The first measure was supposed to add ~ 450 , 000 and the 
third one about $40 , 000. The Le g islature consequentl y 
increased the appropriations for the year 1916-17 by 
about ~ 500,000. The total sum appropriated aggregated 
about ~250 ,000 more than the estimated receipts. It 
was felt that the drastic measures t o economize , intro-
duced in the previous years, had affected seri6usly the 
Departments of gealth and Interior. It was 2 l so hoped 
that the new legislation pending in Congress would pro-
vide revenues enough to meet the situation . 'I'he g over-
nor suggeste d that a temporary loan be resorted to in 
case said measures should f a il. 
Ac cordingly, two bond issues were authorized: one 
of two million dollars for publ ic i mprove ments , a nd a 
second one of one million for the purpose of extablish-
ing an agricultural b a n k. From the fi gures appearing 
on the table g iven below it will be seen that customs 
duties fell to less than ;~ 300, 000. Internal revenue 
rece i pts , nevertheless, showed a tendency to pick up 
before the end of the year. 
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The total bonded indebtednes s outstanding at the end 
of the fiscal year 1916 reached the swn of ~ 8 ,480,000 . 
This debt was well within the limits of the borrowing 
capacity of the island. Part of this debt was se c ured 
by p roperty othe r t han that of insular r evenue . 
The revision of t he property of the isl and whi c h 
was provided for by t h e previous legis l ature r aise d t he 
valuation o f t he taxable property from $180,000 ,000 to 
~ 242,000,000, thus producing a permanen t increase of a-
bout ,}620,000 in the annual revenues of the treasury . 
Of this amount , ~ 62,000 was t o streng then t h e sinkin g 
fund for the payment of the outsta nding indebtedness. 
THE PROHI BITION PROBLEiil :- The Jone s Law, passed by 
the Federal Government , to provide a new form of gov-
ernment for Porto Rico, contained an amendment in re-
gard to prohibition . This amendment provided for a 
general ele ction to be held in July 1 6 , 1917, at wh i c h 
time the qualified vote r s of t h e is l a nd were to decide 
whe t her Porto Ri co would reiltain wet or beco;:ne dry. 
The amendment was vote d upou and the isl and de cided by 
a ve ry l arge ma jority that Porto Ri co would b e a dry 
country. As a result of this, the in·sular g overlli!lent 
was bound to l ose immediately a ll t he revenues derived 
from t he taxes on alcoholic beverages. This amounted 
to nearly ~ 1,500,000. The loss was partly ade by Con-
gress in granting to t he island 1 s treasury the tax on 
cigars manu f a ctur ed i n Porto Rico and shipped to the 
United States , and partly by t he increase · in the reve-
nue derived from the income tax l aw passed by Congress 
in 1916. The bal ance of the loss was met by new funds 
ob t a i ned from local taxation . The ·Treasurer made an 
estimate of t he amoun t which in his opin ion woul d be 
c ol lected from a ll s ources fo r the year 1917-18, which 
amount he placed at $ 5,5000,350. Appropr i a tions for 
the same ye ar we r e made a t the amount of ~ 5, 471,169 . 
THE YEAR1 918: -·. The year 1918 was s pecially s ignif-
ica~t in the history of public financing because the 
new revenue system had to be a d j usted to mee t t he de -
mands which resulted fro~ t he adoption of t h e prohi-
bition clause. N6w. revenue to the amount of :~ 700, 000 
Q; Vle:{ 
was necessary . A few articles of luxury A i~posed hec-
vier duties. The amount rece ived during t h i s year on 
ac count o f' general funds was )p6 , 537 , 66'3 . 68 . The tota l 
bonded indebtedness on June 30 was :~ 9, 150,000. This 
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did not by any means exceed the limit set by the Organ-
ic Act. The policy of the gove rnment was conservative. 
The financial conditions of the Municipalities was sat-
isfactory. 
The revenue derived from the income tax law enacted 
in 1917 to provide funds i n subs t itution for those lost 
through prohibition was not sufficient . Because of this 
unexpec t ed handicap, it became necessary to enact a new 
income tax law, which was kr1own as Act Number 80, by 
means of which exe ;u,ptions were reduced and t he normal 
tax and the surtax were increased . The excise duty was 
also increased. The total revenue collected f or the 
year 1919 was ~6 ,211,374.30. 
BETTER T I t iES : : Great improvements were made during 
the year 1920. The legisla tive measures, passed in or-
der to relieve the treasury .of the embar rassment of no-
fiscal appropriations were by joint resolutmon of both 
Houses left without f orce until such time as t he money 
mi ght be available una.er the operation of a trust fund . 
The total c ollections during the year 1920 amounted to 
~7,238 , 570.1 7 , which amount was $11'7 , 223 . 17 in excess 
of the estimate made, notwithstanding the f act that the 
United States Internal Revenue collections Eunou.a ting to 
11,660 , 215.91 were not covered in the insular treasury . 
Durin g this year, the amount of t 240,000 borrowed from 
the banks for relief work after the earthquake was pa id. 
(73) 
s 
The total asse,;Sed v a.lua tion of all property for 
_purposes of taxat ion wa s * 264,235,686, and the total 
bonded indebtedness a;:nou~'lted to ~ 10, 264,000. This 
a mount was well within the -limits of inde-trtedne ss. Am-
ple provision was made to cover the prin cip a l and inter-
est on t he botlds when they should become due. This 
without doubt a sound financ ial policy. The ach.u.inistra-
tion ~as always been c a r eful in making provision for 
the redemption of its obligations. 
THE SUGAR CRISIS: At the beginning of the ye a r 
1921, t he general condition of the island was flouris h -
i ng . This was due to the h i gh prices o f sugar whi ch 
prevailed at tha t time and during the l a tter part of 
the previous ye ar. Hi gh sugar prices were reflected 
i n a l most a ll business transactions. But the situation 
took on a serious aspect during the second half or the 
y e a r . The price of sugar sank to such a low l e vel t hat 
the drop affected business, resulting i n a serious de-
pression . The trade with t he United States was consid-
erably a ffected . The tobacco market be came unsteady . 
Even the Banking I ns titution s we re somewhat affected 
in spite of their a ccustomed conservative policy . But 
i n spite of this crisis, t he insul a r government c a.me 
out wi thou t serious difficulty. 
At the close o f thi s unpreceden t ed year in the his -
tory of t he island, t he r e was available a cash balance 
of I nsul a r Revenue o f 1 ~ 1,354 , 397 . 77 in t he treasur y . 
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To relieve in part the situation of the banks, the trea-
surer increased the gover1nuent deposits with them, and 
extended the time of payment whenever taxpayers s h owed 
satis f actory evidence of being in financial trouble. 
On June 30,1922 the treasury closed its operations 
with a cash balance of ~900,588 . 89 a fter meeting all its 
obligations. The gros s receip t s for the fisc a l year 
amount ed to 3303,200,578, whi ch r epresents an increase 
of ~ 1 6,738 ,891 over the valuation for the previous year . 
Continued prosperity is demonstrated by increasing 
capac ity to contribute to the public expenditures. By 
June 30, 1924, the aggregate receipts from a ll sources 
o f inco~e reached $13,618,038.39, which added to an a -
vailable cash balance of ~ 217,840 .1 0 making a total o f 
' 13,835,587.49. The expenditures under budgetary appro-
priations amounted to ~12, 431,724. 43 . This left a sur-
plus above all expenditures of $404,154.06. There was 
due from :nunicipal governments and school boards 
~52,033.34, making a total balance in favor of the in-
sular treasury of $56,187.40. 
Because of dif fic ulties encountered in the collec-
tion of taxes, the sum of 02,000,000 had to be borrowed 
during the :following ye a r. The expectation being· that 
this sum could be paid within the fiscal year, as delin-
quent taxes should become a vailable. This delay wa s due 
to defects i n t he l aw itself and to t he pers istent atti-
tude on the part of certain taxpayers to institute liti-
(75) 
(76) 
gation with the apparent intention of securing reductions 
in the payments due. Commenting on this policy the gov-
ernor stated; 11 There really was no justifica.tion of op-
position by taxpayers on either ground. If the amount 
of taxes i mposed had been excessive, defects in the law 
would have justified opposition. But the taxes were r ot 
excessive. On the contrary, they were excee d ingly s mall 
compared. with the taxes in the United States. Our i nsular 
income tax is but a fraction of the amount of the Fed-
eral Income Tax. Our excise taxes are only a s mall part 
of such taxes imposed in the United States. Our gener-
al property t axes a re :.o.uch less than one-half of those 
imposed in the States . TI This frank and unequivocal state-
ment from the insular governor is a note of warning to 
those charged with the duty of enforcing our statutes. 
The evil must be remedied without delay. There is no 
reason whatsoever in a community like Porto Rico why 
such a state of things should be tolerated, especially 
when most of the delinquent taxpayers e"re landed pro-
prietors or the owners of l arge interests in sugar mills . 
Whether foreigner or natives , they should be ca lled to 
account. Our Judicial machinery should be g reased and 
made t6 . function promptly and effectively. 
Our ihcome tax amounts to $3.46 per capita if actu-
a lly paid. In the United States it was ~ 16.72 for the 
fiscal year 1923-24. The total tax, national, sta te 
and munic ipal, amounted to ~~ 68. 33 per capita, while in 
Porto Rico they would have amounted to the very sillall 
sum of ~9 .02 if actually paid. 
The writer is of the opinion that the government 
has been len i ent in e xacting fro~ large taxpayers com-
pliance with their obligations . If there are de fects 
in the laws, they should be corrected. If t he judici-
ary machinery d oes not f unction properly and pro~ptly, 
the Legislature should act v: ith justice Jbut energeti-
c a lly , in refor~ing our statutes. The payment of taxes, 
whe n just, is a fundamental pr e- requisite to t he per-
rnanency of a decent government. 
The total bonded indebtedness of the insula.r trea-
sury at the end o f t he fiscal year 1923-24 amoun te d to 
~ 16,773,000 which amount represents an increase of 
(77) 
~ 4,079,000 ovAr that of t he previous year. The assessed 
valuation of the island was 0312 ,384,305, or an increase 
of ;p l0,639,629 over the year 1922-23. The bonded in-
debtedness was well within the limits of the borrowing 
c apacity. 
The total estimate of receipts for the year 1926 
was placed by t he governor at ~10,500,000 in the budg-
et submitted by him to the legi~lature for their con-
sideration and approval. After some deliberation a 
budget was pa.ssed with expenditures amounting to 
~10,790,000, or (~290 ,000 larger than the est i mate of 
revenue submitted. The governor made some deductions 
from this a illount, thus reducing the total of appropri-
ations to ; 10,417,000. 
NEW I NCG.r.iE .TAX L.AW: In 1925 a Commies ion was ap-
pointed to revise t he t ax and revenue l~ws. Professor 
Robert .. 1. Ha i g , of Columbia University, was selected 
as a tax a.1d reveaue expert to make and submit propo-
sitions for such revision a s would b~ justified. An 
act was passed repealing the excess profit s t ax and 
enacting a new income tax law. This new l a.w follov1s 
closely the Federal Revenue Act. Following the recom-
mendations of the Treasury Depertmen t, the rate s we re 
illade lower . Some are lower and some higher than in 
the previous l 8.W. This act was placed in har ceony with 
the courts ' de cisions interpreting t he Federal statutes . 
It was made r e troactive following the precedents i n the 
States and for other reasons. Th is l aw is expecte d to 
be come a perma ment measure. The rates lllay be changed , 
but n ot its substant ial provisions. 
NEW EXCISE TAX LAW:: : Be cause of the refusal on the 
part of ~any l arge taxpayers to pay regularly , changes 
were wade in t he l aws , removing some objectionable fea-
t ures with the hope tha t sufficient revenue would be 
collected to meet t he requiremen ts of the gov errruent . 
That h ope was not realized . Out of a total estimate of 
~ 3,000 , 000 expected fro m t h is source only ~ 1,400,000 
was col lected. The estimate of interna l revenue was 
~ 4,000 ,000 of which only $3,281,000 could be collected. 
The de ficiency on these two items amounted to ~2 , 270,000. 
(78 ) 
Because of the condition under which t he treasury 
was placed , it became necessary to arrange for the levy-
ing of additional taxes to wake up the deficit result-
i ng from the impossibility of making collections. Th e 
pr incipal sources of revenue resorted to were the fol-
lowing: 
l. An additional charge on gasoline. 
2 . An increase i n t he tax on cigars and cig-
e. re tte s. 
3 . A tax of seven pe r cen t on a ll motor vehi-
cles sold on t he island. 
4. Horse racing, movies, f ilms, and other pub-
lie spectacles were i mposed a s .ual l d1ty. 
5 . A two-per-cent tax on sales . 
6. License taxes were materially increased. 
The result of these measures is a question open to ob-
servation. 
Sm:TI.IARY: : _ In closing, it is appropriate to g ive a 
very condensed summar y of the changes which have t ake. 
place in the extent of the public finances of Porto 
Ri co, during the last twenty-~v~ years. The budge tary 
appropriation, for i nstance, has increased from 
~ 2,001,302 . 21 in 1 901-02 to ~10 ,417,389.75 in 1925-26, 
or ~ore than 500%. The assessed v a luation of the i s -
land, placed t p,06 42c 32'"' · · a ~ _, , o , c:. ln 1902, reached t h e a-
mount of $315,862 , 283 in 1925. Customs duties in-
creased from $348,258.30 in 1902 to Al,359,518.12. 
(79) 
Table 11 
Statemen!r . showing the growth of annual insular 
budgetary appropriations 
Year 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Budgetary appropriation 
Table 12 
~tat~mel_lt _ showin~ _the increase of value of 
personal property in all municipalities 
Ye·ar 
1905 
1906 
190'1 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
'191'1 . : 
11918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Value 
~16,9S4,i036 
l'll~'l42~680 
18 .209 "638 ~ ,. . 
20 " 483~849 
23,536''413 27~3aa!oo8 
.. ·• ... ·· · ... 
40~ 106.i. 923 
39;960 .. '132 
36;836.,;.283 
3l,i4 63 ..;422 
32,i151 "'125 
32,i275;'100 . 
42,i20l,i867 
48 . 848,i 911 
54!336 .456 
69:.567,53'1 
80 .. 931; 3'1'1 
66,686~~ 
'llt~ '105~ 5'1'1 
Table 13 
Statement showing the growth or various 
important sources of revenue 
Year Excise Tax Property Tax Inheritance 
~ I o - ~. I,,, 
-~-· -- $ 1902 $ 804j 543~  09 429~964,116 $ 9 ~ 6'73!• 0'7 
1903 · 961!• 07'7te44 416~ 945f.22 9~746f~24 
1904 l;i003_;319,i'78 4'7'7 . 43lf 32 8.i 6'74r4. '7'7 " . 1905 1;505,i464r.13 l'78,i43l!.15 13 .i 7'78~@.18 
1906 l.i420,i66d,~90 199;i226!~21 14,413P.68 
190'7 1 "952 "070' 95 171,i80~t,3'7 10 .i '7051.2'7 " , . 1908 1.; 91 '7 ;41sr~1 '7 1 '78 .i 0'7 6~. 59 · a.;12~;.51 
1909 1,1943,1016~39 122, 283:;. 33" 10.;942}•oe 
1910 2_i,0'71 . 06S"~82 l2'7-,i245'.20 25.il60'~51 
1911 2.f419!s8d~l5 136,15221~0'1 15~04'7-.• 44 
1912 215'79;063~38 162 '876f.'71 36.i44ot~os 
1913 2~530~1 73'~93 1 '7'7~ 585f.21 24 .i89'7f. '74 
1914 2 "843 . 56~- 46 186,i0861~99 25" 86'7 •• 05 " ... . 
, ~ 19]5 2;J·8'70;i90 · .~00 1'74,61144 33;i431~65 1916 2~588~8~~93 . ·181 "" 22 - ~55 1'7~39 .52 
191'7 2,'799,86 .• 11 634!1'78.2'7 34 . 660';.2'7-, . . 
191$ 1, 998.; 9521.16 658,i133~39 52,i'706!t.5·6 
1919 2;262,i452~·'78 819·' 103.85 42_;411!;.05 
1920 2j866l 99'7!~80 450~274r;.93 41_;942~30 
1921 3_;093,i32lt;.43 390j810'j.65 71.;'744;.84 
1922 2.i5'72,1954i;.21 415,i641~;.ee 65,i534~·41 
1923 2,i23'7 ,i845';16 423,38(),'. ()0 42.i628'i.98 
1924: 3 ' 900 -ooolr 00 · 45o;ooo,•·oo · 50;000-'eOO 
,I ,I ,• 
1925 3,125,541~·41 438,43S.l'7 1317;481~.41 
Tax 
Table 14 
customs Duties 
Year 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
190'7 
190$ 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
191'7 
1918 
1819 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
] .924: ' '' 
1925 
Amount collected 
Table 15 
Statement showing the gradual growth of' the 
assessed valuation of the island 
Year 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
191:3 
1914 
1915 
1916 
191'7 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
192:3 
1924 
1925 
Valuation 
• . 96,i426 ;:322 
93,1104,;210 
9:3j,225.-310 
89 '· 2:3'7 . 089 I _, 
93#384.,;.208 
98,910,192 
108~078,i959 
117,i513,i945 
122,i.358,i183 
l33,i.223,i'775 
i;~~;~~~~~~ , , 
lSJ. . •617 .j855 1'73:545~323 
180 ' '730' '241 
. A . .I 
l82iS3l.f968 
240,i635i001 
250,i82'1:, ~8:. ~ 
264;238,i006 
286.i430,i703 
303,i153~848 
301,i0'75;i24'6 
312 "384 "305 315~862~283 
·Table 16 
Ass.essed value of f.arm. property 
Class 1912 1925 
Cane $2~ ... 1~9 ... 15'7 41~'734~269 
Coffee 1~~291~'7~1 14~821~231 
.... 
Tobacco 1 ... 338~148 2,553,1918 
Minor crops 2,'791~53'7 '4~102~521 
Other p>roperty 
1912 1925 
l House lots $ 10,466~369 $ 28.,82'7.,344 
Buildings 18,496_, 617 26.,.649~168 
Average value per acre of land 
1912 1925 
cane $ 110f.42 $137!~89 
Coffee 61!.1'7 9lr.S4 
Tobaccn '7'7r. 91 loot~20 
Fruit l0'3te56 195'.44 
Domestic and foreign corporations registeres in Porto Rico 
from 1910 to 1921 
Domestic Fo~ign 
. . 
Year .NUillber Paid-in dapiG1 ltUillber . Paid-!il c:apltll 
1910 32 $1.;317~250 22 $3;1695~466 
1911 2'7 21006,i910 21 40~ 9"/0.i 125 
i912 40 1·' 450'' 018 12 ' 352,i940 I I 1913 2'7 243,iM5 15 21,i848..f200 
1914 18 451000 8 3,i889,i'700 
1915 14 lB,iOOO · g l,i245,i120 
1916 16 18'7"' 900 14 21,i40'7~000 
2311.250 19lL'7 20 9 10,il36,i600 I 1918 32 116 600 '1· 2'7,i498,1000 
1919 1'7 . ' 593:460 6 613'76,6000 
1920 '70 1152 '110 14 2'7,i928,i360 
1921 54 '6'70:460 9 10,213,325 
t-3 
~ 
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C!-IAPTER -r 
CO:,ItJU:lr iCATION .AND TRANSPORTATION 
~ ~oro~rc I~PORTMCE: The econoillic development of any 
comm nity is an impossibility without adequate &ean s 
of communication and tra n sportation. The commercial 
(81) 
and industrial growth of the _aost advanced notions of 
the world has run parallel with the growth of their 
a rteries of trade. Internal i mprovements n these coun-
tries have been closel y linke d up wi th their facility 
for the movement of crops and people from one ~ -ace to 
another , and the easy distribu t ion of the implements 
of produc t on. Finished product s need to be c a rri -
··roill factorie s ·'·, o coD.2<J.~nsr r~ 2_f -'::/ By a r e to 1n e t t h e 
poten tial demand i n regions that specialize in the pro -
duction of r aw materia l:3. The rapid econoillic e xpans i o ::1. 
of the United States after the civil war woul d have b e e n 
a dream but for t~e r ap i d g r owth of h i ghv1ay s , canal 3 
and r ailroads . Lines of communication and tran s porta-
tion a re the arteries t~rough v1hich flows the current 
t h at f eeds the whol e social organism . 
The baclcv1ard countries o f the world are a cle ar man-
ife station of this fact. Their natural resources and 
po t ential weal th lie idle waiting for t h e hand o f· ma n . 
They are a perma nent invitation to the energy and ente r -
prise of the people and a sort of challe n ge to t he p i-
on eer . The y con stitute treasure s of i nestima b l e value 
to society and are condenmed to remain buried in t he 
bovre ls of the earth for lack of channe l s t hrough vr~1.ich 
they mi ght :flow easil y to the industr ial centers to be 
trans formed into commodities for t he sat i sfaction of 
human wa.n t s . 
':!:'HE ASE OF PORTO RICO: The h i story of Porto Rico 
during the l ast 26 years is an outstandin3 exampl e of the 
principl e that production is lihli ted by the extent of 
the market , and demonstrates the truth of t he above 
statemen ts . The unprecented growth of our _i.1ternal 
means of comnrun ication h as been responsibl e for the 
rapi development of trad - , both internal an external . 
The exploitation of the potential wealth of t he is l anc_ 
vo u l d ha~re been an impossib"i.lity without the o . ening 
up of lines through wh i ch goods could move fr om regions 
of product ion t 0 the o1arl{et ple.ces . Befol"e the l>..:rre ric-.::_n 
occupation of the island , these regions of production 
were pract ica lly separated from those where demand was 
to be found . The situation was a ggravated by the f e"ct 
tha t the physical c1aracteristics of the island make 
co . ~unication e x t remely di f ficult without well construc-
te_ 1 Jays . Porto Rico is a very mou_tainous country . 
This h i ndered com.::nerce and thwarted the ini tia ti ve o f 
the far~ner , the · merchant , and the potent ial i nvestor . 
THE SPANI SH POLICY: Our pa st exper i ence proves be-
yond d oubt that the Spanish authorities were never ser-
ious l y concerned with this matter . The four or ~ore 
(82) 
centur i es of their re ,! ime were devoted simpl y t o keep 
the island as an overseas possession , as a colony , as 
a typi c a l example of the Spanish col8nial policies 
and as a remnant of the day s when the sun never set in 
her domains. Throughout this long per iod of years P o r -
to Rico was promised a great deal. But t he pro..!l ises 
(83) 
very se l d om, if ever, did materialize. Unde r the s ooth -
ing i n fluenc e of 11 l ove of race" , "unity of ideals", 11 a 
c ommon language", " a common lot'1 , and similar e motional 
appeals to many of the island's e motional characte ris-
tics , we continued under the c onforting dream tha t j us -
t ice would some time loom up on the h orizon . Promi s i ng 
t h at which seldom was granted, and long ing for that wh ich 
se ldom arrived, Porto Rico l ived four cen turies of its 
life, without roads, without schools , wi thout those civ-
ilizing factor s which make for happiness and for content-
ment . I n t h e words of Dr . Cal l y Toste : " Spanish offi-
cials promised a gr eat deal, planned much, and execu t e d 
very littlett. 
That the Spanish admi?J. i s t ration 11 had promi sed much 
and executed very little '1 is proved by the statistics 
given below. At the time of the American occupation 
the plans w·hich the island authorities had in mind we re 
simply on paper and under consideration. They had been 
approved by the Span ish Cortes , and consisted of 14 
r oads compos i ng a general system. This plan was pro-
posed and a pproved between 1869 and 1396. The roads 
(84) 
planned were as follows: 
Hoad No. From To Kms . 
1 San Juan Ponce 1321-
2 Catano 1viayaguez 1 64 
3 Mayaguez Guayama. 130 
4 Cayey Humacao 58 
5 Cayey Humacao 53 
6 Ponce Arecibo 82 
7 Rio Piedras Fajardo 51 
8 Lares Aguadilla 42 
9 Bayamon La l.'iuda 29 
10 Bayarnon Corozal 43 
11 Manati Juans Diaz 61 
12 Barros Coamo 17 
13 Mayaguez Aibonito 96 
1·4 i•Kayaguez Arecibo 61 
Total 1,112 Kms . 
This total is equivalent to 690 miles. The plan 
was wonderful , considering the conditions of the isl and . 
But it was a plan, a mere plan under con sidera tion, and 
which would have taken a great many , perhaps too wany , 
~ years to complete, at the pace Awhich construction had 
gone up to 1898 . 
At the time of the American occupation, 255 kill . or 
158 111. of t he 690 miles under consideration were already 
constructed. Of all the approved roads the only one fin-
ished for its entire leng th was the Military Road from 
San Juan to Ponce . As its name implies its mean ing, n o 
comments need be made here. 
The finished roads or parts of roads were the f'ol-
lowing : 
From To Miles Cost 
San Juan Ponce 83 .46 ~~ 1 ' 8'79 '340 
Catano Toa Alta 15 239 , 767 
Anasco Plazuela 14 202,030 
Ponce Adjuntas 9 152,320 
Ri o Piedras Rio Grande 16 265,200 
Utuado Arecibo 3 99 ,000 
San Sebastian :.1oca 2 31,320 
Cayey Guayarna 6 16 515,600 Tot 3.l 15'7 I\ 3 ,484;1)27 ·~~ 
The main r oad , that extends fro m San Juan to Ponce , 
was begun i n 1824, and compl e ted in 1 888, or an aver-
a ge of a little over two miles per year. 
(85) 
AMERICAN DTITIATIVE: It was reserved for t he A-
~erican administration to put into practi ce, with the 
oo8peration of the island , the pl ans which the Spaniards 
had had in mind for such a long time . 
From the very beginning of the ·change of sovereign -
ty , t he attention of the peo ple was called t o the urgent 
need of opening up trade channe ls to f a cilitate the e x -
chane;e of commodities and the moving of crops. Far m 
products could not be disposed of very readily, as bar-
ter was very corrnnon . The island carried on an a l mo s t 
medieval rure.l life . The writer remembe r s to have ex-
changed b ananas for o ther goods in a sillall coun t ry s to re , 
dur i ng his childhood. 
According to the government officials roads were the 
one great need of Porto Rico . They considered illeans of 
communication as a prerequisite to anything else a long 
the deve lopment of the resources of the island . The 
following excerpt is taken from the report of the gov-
ernor to the president in 1901, ''The one condition pr~c­
edent to agricultura l development and to the firm estab-
lishment of other a gencies , the diss ipation of poverty, 
the prosperity and happ i ness of the people, is roads , 
perhlanently loca ted by competent surveyors and o f such 
a charac te r of construction to meet the require~ents of 
(86) 
the communities to be served 11 • I n thi s excerpt we n o-
t ice t he spirit of t he new administra tion . Roads to 
serve the communities, not :hl i t a r y Roa ~· s . Roads for 
economic use , for commerc ial purposes, for c ivilizine; 
aims , and in the long runJ for the esta.blishment of a 
more democratic sche1ne of thine;s . Exchange of war es , 
of services , o f i deas , free shift s of pe op l e from one 
re g ion to another make for progress , a nd socia l sta -
bility . Por to Rico nee ded t he re gener ating influen c e 
of commercial and econottlic freedom. Our hi ~hways hav;;; 
de~ocratize d t he island . 
The Amerioan offi c i a l s saw that it was a question 
to be tackled promptly and effe ctive ly. They f e l t that 
the s olution o f the problems which we were f acing could 
no t be adequately attacked without bring ing i n t he joint 
and c ommon crusade of all the vital f a ctors of t he is l and . 
The country and the city must be u n ited . With out roads 
this union, b oth spiritual and materia l, would have been 
a new dream. Without r oads our hills woul d st ill be 
under the unbearable influen ce of a state of iso l at ion . 
These h ills shelter the vast ma jor i ty of the peopl e o f 
Porto Rico. They are the dwelling places of thousands 
of free citizens t ha t work and vote. In t he hills is 
found the common man, the average citizen . The civil-
izing influence of the highways on their a tti tudes and 
points of view cannot be measured in terms of BOld or 
of any mat e rial standard . The roads must pene tra t e 
into the interior to conne c t the island in a co~non 
cause. While the enterprising Western Pionee r was 
fi ghting h is way into the Wild West bearing the torch 
of freedom, subduing the environment and asserting his 
power to con t rol t he indomitable beast and the i mpen-
etrabl e june;les, our "jibaros 11 whiled away s ilently, 
submissively , the prec ious time , in solitude a nd i gno-
r a nce , like a modern Crusoe in an American islan d 11 far 
a wa y from peopl es a nd towns". 
(87) 
Fortunately it wa.s not too late. The grea t major-
ity o f those still liv ing pa tronize the rattling fliv-
er or the modern buss as comfortably as along the hi gh-
ways of New York or Massachuset t s. The spirit a nd ef-
fective initiat ive of the new administration has c h a nged 
totally the character of their lives . Their sl qgan for 
many years has been "roa ds, schools, sanitation11 • The 
island legislature ha s provided generously f or roads , 
for schools , f or sanitation . In the efficiency of these 
services , with American insp iration and Porto Rica n lea -
dersh ip, t he island presents an example unequaled in the 
history of Latin America . 
THREE PERIODS : : Mr. Guillermo Esteves C. E., Head 
of the Department of the Interior, divides . the devel o p -
ment of publ ic works into three periods or stages. Dur-
ing the first per iod, extending up to 1897 , the pub lic 
works were constructed under two adminis trations . The 
tee) 
. / . 
Provincial Deputation (D~putacion Provincial) which 
supe rvised the provincial public works as a dependency 
of the office of the Overseas 1• inister. This office 
was in charge of State Public Work s . The amount of work 
d one by this Bureau depended on appropriations prepar ed 
either in the deve l opment section of the national budget , 
or in the budget drafted b y the Provincial Deputation 
for provincial public works. The pro ~ress of the work 
under this plan was slow, due to economic and 'financial 
conditions not within the control of the i nsul a r govern-
ment. The plan, according to Mr . Esteves, a lthough ~ot 
of an extensive nature, was ge ne rally of a good charac-
ter. The second period dates from the invasion by the 
American forces to 1907 . During this period about L~50 
kilometers of roads were opened to traffic. The work 
executed during this period was hastily and poorly d one, 
but in the words of Mr . Esteves flit was justified by t he 
necessity of providing corrlli"'lUnication as soon as possible 
to a large numbe r of the towns of the island which were 
still isolated from the principal coast cities." The 
third period commenced in 1906, a nd i s characterized by 
the discontinuance of construction de pending on s r.;all 
appropriations in the insular budget , by t he author iza -
tion of the first loan of one mi l lion dollars , and by 
the adoption of an insular road construction p l an . The 
work was taken over b y Port o Rican engineers . The bu-
r eau of Public wor ks was reorganized, and the founda tion 
(89) 
was laid for an era of soli~~ well s u rveyed and proper-
ly built r oads. 
The Amer ican o ff icials, upon t aking charge of the 
island, s ystematized the construction of highways and 
planned a classification based upon the needs of Porto 
Rico, then and in the future. The roads were d ivid ed 
into three classes, a ccording to their wi d t h , as fo ll ows : 
Class Width \dacadam 
1 6 meters 5.5 ueters 
2 5.68 Iileters 4.88 meters 
3 4 meters 3 . meters 
A new pla.n , i ncluding those a l ready f i nished , was 
laid out: 
First Class Roads 871 krn . 540 . 8 miles 
Second Cl ass Roads 354 krn . 219 . 8 miles 
Third Clas s Roads 182 km . ll3.Q i ile~ 
total 1407 km . 873 . 6 ililes 
When this pl an was laid out in 1900, it was expect-
ed that it woul d suff ice for the needs o f t he island for 
many years to come . 
SYSTEHATI ZAT ION BY AI>lER ICA~'T OFFICI LS: On May l, 
1900, · when t'1e Department of Publ i c w·orks was transferred 
to t he Civ il Government , the Commissioner of the t: .e I n -
terior reported t he following roads as unde r construction: 
Contract Road No . l:lil es 
1 ,... 2 .7 0 2 6 
. 3 
3 11 2.8 4 '7 4 . I 5 8 2.5 6 6 3. 7 6 2 . 9 8 6 4 .3 
Of 
Contract 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
these contrac ts 
Contract 
l 
2 
3 
4 
the 
Road No. 
6 
4 
8 
6 
6 
6 
10 
9 
5 
5 
13 
14 
10 
6 
11 
Branch 
following have 
Liiles 
3 1/2 
1 12 
4 3/5 
6 7/10 
been 
Miles 
1. 6 
4 . 1 
4. 
2.8 
6. 
2.4 
3 . 1 
4 . 1 
11 . 
13.5 
9 . 
2 . 
8 . 
4 . 9 
7. 
l et out: 
Cost 
~ 36,520 
17,451. 21 
40,920. 
57,145.99 
The work of sys t emat i zation, charac t;eristic of Ameri-
can enterpr i se , has been followed through the suc ceed - . 
i ng years . The energy and zeal with which the adhlin-
istration a ttacked the problem of ro&.d construction is 
reflected in the f ollowinz st2teillent taken fro _.J. the 
re port of the Commissioner of the I nterior to t he gov-
ernor, fo r the year 1902: "The to t a l number of kiloJtc -
ters of road now in ms.intenan ce is 424, of wh ich 284 
we re built under Spanish domination, and 140 since A-
mer ican occupa tion 11 • This means t hat a little less 
than one half of IJll t he roads in "Tn'lintenence. were 
built in l ess than fou r years of Ame rican sovereignty. 
(90) 
(91) 
SECURING FUNDS: The funds for the construction 
and aintenance of these roads were secured f r om var-
ious sources. The four contrac~s were entered into be -
fore the American occupation were secured fro~ insul a r 
funds . Their cost was ~ 152,037.99. Contracts 5,6,7, 
8,9,10, were pa id frOi il c:m allo t ment of .1'200,000. 00 macie 
by t he War Department. Contracts 11,12,13,14,15,16 ,17, 
1 S ,l9, were paid frow t he appropriation of ~ 660 , 000.00 
for 11 Refunding Customs Revenue collected fro;n Porto Rico ". 
Contracts 21,22,23, and 24 were paid out of i nsul a r funds. 
Th e first t wo series, paid out or the Federa l Funds re-
u ained i~ the hands of t he Uni t ed Sta tes Engineerin~ De-
partment . Contracts 21,22,23,and 24 were completed un-
de r the direction of the I nsular Government . 
. THE ATTITUDE OF T ~ "" L JSULAR GOVEKLJENT: From the 
statistics g iven above, it can be easily seen that the 
development of the means of transportati on has a t its 
base the work done and the plc:ms laid out early i n the . 
fir st years of American sovereignty. FroJ.:.t there on it 
has continued uninterruptedly according to the means at 
the disposal of the government of the island. The I n-
sular Leg islature has invariably responded to the need.s 
of the people with a full measure o f devotion to their 
interests . Because the people and the government have 
jointly realized the i mportance of roads on t he econom-
ic development of the island, no opportunity has been 
spared to provide the means by which all the sections 
may be brought into clo se rel a tion. The right attitude 
and the right l oint of view . in ser~ing the cause of 
the people . have led the government authorities to fos-
ter road construction through those re g ions where they 
are most needed. 
The slow growth of our highways prior to t he Ame ri-
can occupat ion is a subject of contention. Some have 
said that a refined malice and unjust a ttitude towards 
the people of Porto Rico by t h ose responsible for our 
destinies prior to 1898 explains the whole situation . 
11 I n respect to the construction of roads 11 , avers Dr. 
Coll y Toste in his 11 Resena Del Estado EconcL.1ico de 
Puerto Ricon, almost a ll were in embryo or under study 11 • 
The writer is of the opinion that the situation was the 
resul t of the state of affairs under which the Spanish 
monarchy struggled for centuries in her colonial policy . 
It led her to consider the oversea~ possessions as ex-
ploitive schemes for the aggrandizement of the central 
government . Spain d id not see t he real worth of her do-
wains, and in her le.ck or vision she undermined. her own 
g reatness . The history of our colonization diffbrs con-
siderabl y fro ill that o f the Enqlish colonies . ~here Eng-
land went to prolong herself and establish a new Engl and 
on a new soil, Spain , with her dreams of world conquest~ 
faile d to lay the foUndation for a new Spain. Her colo-
nies were outposts and strongholds for the sol d iery and 
(93) 
the gold seeker . It was t he romanc e of a ro.nt:mtic pe o-
p l e , with the c ross a1d the sword, d i s covering , ~onQuer-
i ng , s ubduing, but n ot blazing the way for the perpe tu-
ation of her greatness i n t he gr eat cont i nent t~at she 
once owned . Porto Rico, tho smallest of her p osse ssions , 
·t i thou t rebellions and the ;ueans to rebe ll, re · e.inec. fo r 
centur es under the dominat ing and expl oiting o _ icy 
that the mothe r country pur ued on thi s side of the o-
cean. The c auses of ou econo.11ic stagna · on a.re of a 
very complicated character . They a r e spiritua l as well 
a.s ma. terial. I n t he scramble for the assertion of our 
rig ts , ~e lo s t s i ght of the f a ct that our cOil, our 
schools , our roads, a l most everyth i ng that wakes f r 
progress, was paral yzed under the enervat n z influence 
o f oppression in the f or.; of ilnnumerable restrictions·. 
The l and coulr not be cult v &ted if there • as no 
:-rw.rket ; roe.ds caul no t be construc t ed i t there :ere no 
fun ~ ~ s chool s coul d not be es t ablished if prov sian 
was not made for sal a ries ; exc hanze coul d no t be magica l-
ly r ought abo t without wares ·::,o of f er r -'-~.: .. 
places ; en - the masses coul - not be led if the re was n ot 
an enlightened public consc i ence 2, 1d constructiv0 and J;s-
. 
i nt9rested l eadership. The Porto Rico of the 90' s Tias 
the product of four cent uries of forces which d id not 
male fo r growth and for development . There we f i nd the 
real causes the,t are back . o f the whol e situation . Very 
remote cause s , f ound way back , extending fr om the year 
in which Columbus set foot upon merica, until the o -
pening of t he era in 1898 whi ch can be properly called 
the turning point i n our economic h i story . 
(94) 
GROWTH OF HIGH'VAYS: The gradual growth of our high-
ways i s shor t of marve lous , considering the relative pov-
erty of the island . When the Ameri c ::m off icia l s took 
charge of our affairs , they found 255 liTU . of fini shed 
roads . The cons truction of these 255 lGl . (158 miles ) 
extended over a very long period o f time . Prev ious to 
1871 the government had fin i shed on l y 48 ki l ometers , 
v..rhile by 18'78 the total amounted to 97 kill ., incl uding 
both i nsular or state , and muncipal roads . 
The follo wing de t a iled(s taternent g ives a bet t er i dea 
of wl.l.a t had been done u.p to the time of the American 
occupation : 
Year 
Prior to 1871 
1874-1878 
1884-1888 
1879-1883 
1889-1898 
Total 
Ro ads 
48 kms . 
49 kills . 
44 1tms . 
63 k:ns . 
_2Q laus . 
255 kms . 
Th i s total include s 51 ~ns . of provincial roads . The 
rest were s tate roads . The total cost was ~ 3 , 487, 627 . 
and the average cos t per k ilometer was ~ 13,720 . 
The change which t ook place i mmedi ate l y after the 
American occupation gave a new spirit to t e insular 
e;overmnent . The slogan of the rural section was ''Gi-.re 
us roads to the coast" . Promptly and effectively the 
slogan materialized in a new concerted move to unite 
(95) 
the island . · By· June 30 , 1900, 69 . 2 klns . had been fin-
ished , and plans were under consideration for a contin-
ued program of construction. The next year saw the co~­
pletion of 67 kms . , while work was under way for the ad-
dition of 72 . 2 kms. more ·which were completed before 
June 30, 1902 . In 1903, t he fourth year of American 
rec;ime, 81 kms . brought the total to 239 . 4 kms . or !.llOre 
than one-half of the construction completed under the 
Spanish rule. By 1908, or eleven years after the change 
of sovereignty, there was a total of 622.8 k~s . connect-
ing a large number of towns a.nd cities for Cvnturies 
steeped in the most complete isolation, where interco~­
munication had been an i mpossib ility e x cept throu r;:h 
mountain trails at ti~es impas sable. 
After the year 1908 , the growth of roads have been 
gradual and uninterrupted. Appreciable gains have been 
made year after year. For a complete state~ent up to 
1925, attention is called to the table g iven at the end 
of this chapter. 
I·WD5::Rl~ VEHIGLES : That Porto Rico has a remarkable 
degree of adaptation to new situations and responds 
proj:nptl y to t he ,influences of the epoch, is s·h own by 
the marvell ous i mprovement which is noticed in its 
(96) 
facilities for rapid and comfortable transportation. 
With the substitution of the modern road for the nar-
row trail came a demand for rapid vehicles . The tradi-
tional conveyance s were promptly discPrded. The old 
coach became a thing of the past. 1'he " new spirit 11 
swept the island from north to south and from e ast to 
west , taking hold of all the population. The change 
has appeal ed to town and country, and both have stepped 
forward to avail themselves of its bene fits . 
Many of the rural sections that feed the main high-
ways are still demandins outlets, and it is natural that 
use be made of whatever means are practi cable to carry 
on trade. 
The mule , the horse , the ox tea n still serve a rel-
atively use f ul purpose in those regions where lllOdern 
means cannot be disposed of, but t he bul k of the island's 
trade is carried on, and is made possible , by the u se 
of the auto and the truck . 
Porto Rico uses to-day proport ionately more motor 
vehicles than any other country of its size and wealth . 
There is not in the whole i s land a city or town that 
does not claim a motor transportation s y steill of the 
first class . 
Passenge r serv ice in any urban co:cnmuni ty is as . rapid 
as in any continental state . Buss and auto line s , with 
fixed schedules , leave daily fro m each city and town, 
followin definite routes , charging umlsually low rates 
that compare favorably with those in New York, hlassa-
c husetts , or Rhode Isl e.nd . 
(97) 
The econo.aic importance of the a.uto and the truck 
is too obvious to be d iscussed in this paper . They 
have shortened distances tremendously, they have f acil-
i tC?.ted t he rapid and t he safe exchange of a ll k i n6.s of 
commodities , and have brought i nto very close tou~h all 
the regions of the island that specia lize in some kind 
of :9roduction . Regional specialization has been thus 
foste red and encouraged with the resultant effects on 
the econo8ic development . 
CLOSING REMARKS : : The a ims of the first Amer ican 
o f ficials who went to Porto Rico as pioneers in the 
work of colonizatiori have been fulfil l ed . The coast 
has been brought into contact with the hills , the city 
with the country, the producer with t he consumer. 
long the modern roads of the island trave l c0mfortabl~ 
day a f t er day..J a population n ot l ong a go deprived of the 
free exchange of wares, of service, and of ideas . n 
exchange of a l l t he f actors which in any civil ized com-
lllunity make for stability) for happ iness) and contentillent . 
Th is facility to trade , to illOVe about , to enjoy t he ben-
efits of an ac qua intance with other re 0 ions and other 
peoples . has exercised a treBendous influenc e on t he 
cha racte r of the island ' s population, ma k ing them d ore 
broad- minded and l ess provincial, and h2s f acilitated a 
better understanding of the cormuon problems tha t c all 
for the united efforts of a united peopl e . 
(98) 
Table 19 
Detailed statement or roads constructed 
under the American regime 
Spanish , ~overnment Kms·. built 
Oct!• 1898 255 
American Government 
June 30, 1900 6~.2 
" 
1901 67 .' 
II 1902 72\.2 
II 1903 81 
It 1904 69 
If 1905 82 
tt 1906 38.· . 
If 190'7 30~.7 
1908 I· 
" 
1031'.7 
If 1909 92;~3 
tl 1910 4'~9 
" 
1911 16~ 1 
" 
1912 6'71.4 
" 
1913 'tr~7 
If . 1914 451~1 
" 
1915 47~3 
" 
1916 14~1 
It 191'1 151~7 
. " 1918 151~2 
" 
1919 41t~3 
" 
1920. 31~ 4 
n 1921 38f;.1 
" 
1922 34~;.1 
"' 
1923 26~;.9 
n 1925 11ot.95 
CHAPTER V. 
BANKING 
CONDITIONS IN 1908: . At the time o f the Amer i c an oc-
cupat i on o f the island, there were no " banking f ac il-
ities in Porto Rico . Most of the t r ansactions were 
carried on by merchants in an old- f ashioned way . The 
banks already in existence did not have suff icient 
capital to handle the business operations . I n spite 
of the fact that the National Bank Act was extended to 
Porto Rico as earl y as 1901, no person or group of 
persons took steps to establish a National Bank. The 
establishment of such an insti t ution would have had a 
telling effect on the economic conditions of the neo-
~ i '~ . 
ple . It would have attracted American capital~ other-
wise · \Vould not have come to Porto Rico for the lac k 
of adequate faci l i t ies . 
THE BA~·JK OF' PORTO RICO~ · The Bank of Porto Rico 
was established in San Juan unde r a charter o f th.e 
Spanish crown. By an act of Congress t his b ank was 
c:mthorized to ammend it$ by-laws and to substitute 
for i tS capita l in pesos their equivalen t in dollars. 
The bank had an authorize d capital o f ~ 900,000, with 
the power to increase it to $1,200,000 . It could 
issue bank notes to three times the amount of its pa i d-
up capital , t hus g iving it an authorized circulation 
of ~ 2,700,000, and the privilege to increase i t to 
$ 3,600,000. 
( 99) 
• 
(100 ) 
This power was very dangerous because said a-
- - - .,. .. , 
;!" - -. 
mount was ne a rly equal to the entire circulation -6-f 
,..~,-
money in the island. 
-....; 
Because the circulation ~ f thi s : 
authorized obligation was secured only by spec::l:.e 
-;:; 
,.. -
/ ~--.. : 
, " 
serve to the amount of one-third of its total l.~r;il- :-~-
-. ~ 
i t ies , t he prac tice of issuing notes so inade quately --
was ques tioned by t he governor. 
I NTEREST RATES: Porto Rico had suffered tremen-
dously for lack of sufficient money. Th is i nsuffi-
ciency caused h igh interest rates, and t he consequen t 
d iscouragement among farmers, l andowners, and business 
men . It was , therefore, highl y i mperative t hat for-
eign investors should be attracted to the island. 
Since agricul ture was the main occupation and the main 
indus try , l and mus t be the main security to be offered 
for loans. It we.s _necessa.ry t o make this kind of se-
curity acceptabl e t o prospective investors . The un-
ce rtain nature of said security was one of the ma in 
causes of high interest rates. The question of l e.nd 
titles was of paramount importance. 
BRANCH BANKING : Branch banking was encouraged 
by t he American authori ties i mmediately a fter t he or-
ganization of t he Civil Government. Be cause of t he 
island ' s dependence on forei gn capi t al, this ac tion 
was ve ry timely. The advantages o! the establishi.aent 
of branche s of Ameri can banks need no t be dis cussed 
here. As capital for investment must come from the 
Un ited States, it was by all means necessary that the 
banks in the island ma intain close relations with t he 
financial institutions of the United States. The e co-
nomic development of Porto Ri co was intimately linked 
wi th its financial organization. 
THE NATIONAL BANK ACT: Great difficulties were 
encountered in extending to Porto Rico the benefits 
of t he National Banking Act . The industrial and com-
mercial conditions of the island, in the opinion of 
· the governor, were such that there was little likeli-
hood that banks would organize in Porto Rico unless 
some of the conditions and terms which they must ful-
fill were changed. Foi· example, banks were prohibi-
ted the loaning of money on long t erms on notes secured 
by real estate mortgages . It was natural that under 
such restrictions no bank could reach any considera-
ble development. The greatest portion of banking bus-
iness must be done with agricul turists, whose only 
avail able security ·is the land they own. 
CO*OPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS : In 1902, the legisl a -
ture passed a law permi tt ing the organization of co-
operative, savlngsand l oan asso(}iations, and made pro-
vision for official supervision of their operations . 
This act was modelled upon the !ill:assachusetts Act, with 
a few alterations . The measure filled a gap which had 
(101) 
been felt for a long time in the financial organiza-
tion of the island. 
THE FIRST NATION.tiJ..J BANK : The revunuE:~ e.o t of J an-
uary 31, 1901 made it the duty of the treasurer to se-
cure monthly returns from banking institutions, and 
provided for their inspection. In January 1903, the 
first National Bank under Ameri c an sovereignty was 
established in the island, wi t h a paid-in capital of 
~ 100 ,000. By 1903, there were in Porto Rico the -fol-
lowing banking institutions: 
El Banco de Puerto Rico. Organized in 1886 . 
El Banco Te rritorial y Agri col a . July 2 , 1894. 
El Credito y Ahorro Ponceno . February 1895. 
Caja de Economias y Prestamos . San German . 
El Banco Popular de San Jua n. 
First National Bank of Porto Rico. 1903 . 
The American Colonia l Bank. Organized under the 
laws of We st Virginia . April 4 , 1899 . 
J . T . Silva Banking and Commercial Co., I n. 1901. 
Luce , Crehore, and Co. Unincorporated. 
B~~KING IN l910: By 1908, ten banking i nst itutions 
were engaged in business in Porto Rico . The stateme nt 
covering their transactions for the year 1910 shows 
their total resources to have been $16,694,881. This 
represents an increase of 53 per cent over t he resources 
a t the end of the fiscal year 1908, as will be seen 
(102) 
from the following figures : 
1908 1909 
$3 ,052 ,823 
$6 , 208 ,289 .98 
Cash Re source s 
$4,295,044.17 
Deposits 
$7, 860,658.69 
1910 
$6 ,041,555.40 
1~ 11 '081 ' 383. 54 
Operat ions and cash on hand by 1910 indicate a 
larger circulation in t he island than ever before. 
(103) 
From . 3,052, 8~3 cash re sour ces had grown to ~ 6 , 410,555 . 40 
on June 30, 1910 . 
CHANGE OF I NTEREST RATES~ These figures do not by 
any means show the total b anking operations. There 
were also private firms performing fun ctions ordinari-
ly reserved to banking institutions , but in general , 
t hey are indicative of t he rapid g rowth of the finan -
cial conditions of the island . Thi s progress is fu r -
ther confirmed by the lowe r inte res t rat es t hen prev-
a len t. These decrea sed from 10 and 12 per cen t to 8 
a nd 10 per cent in two years. Unquestionably, t h is 
change was the direct result of a l a r ger supply of funds 
and a more stable financial or ganization . Se cur ity 
of principal and interest , made possible by this s ta-
bility, had a telling infl uence on the general nature 
of operations . 
CONCURRENT CAUSES : · The growth of tran s a ctions was 
largely du e to inte r nal improvements in industrial 
a ctivities and t he consequent increase of ext e r nal 
transactions . I n 1911, the banks of the island had 
deposits amounting to $13,397,052. This represents 
an i n crease of 18 per cent over the prev ious year, 
(104) 
and 107 per cent over 1908 . I n the condensed f inancial 
report of the treasurer of Porto Ric o for the year 1912, 
the total res ources of the banks amount e d to 117, 1+67, 451.12. 
NEW LEGISLATION RE~2UIRED: A ban l':ing-law c ommiss ion 
was appointed in 1912 by t he le g islature to study and 
draft a l aw to supply Porto Rico with proper leg islation 
on this i mportant matter . The commission aimed to in-
clude in t he l aw provision for a regul a r bank examiner 
to be a ttached to the treasury de partment . This legis -
l a tion would have been of great benefit to the island, 
bu t the model b ankine; l aw which the commission drafted 
f a iled of passage in 1917. The b anks were treated a s 
other semi-public institutions for purposes o f organi-
zation and supe rvision. 
THE YEAR 1917: I n h i s report to t he governor ( 1917) 
the insular treasure r made the f ollowing stateillent: 
11 The consolida ted t a ble of bank statement s shows e. still 
further increase in t he resources o f t he e l even banking 
institutions , including the branches which five of them 
ma intain in t owns or cities other than the seat of t h e 
main b ankll. The total of deposits had i n c reased more 
than three millions of doll a rs over the fi gures for 
the prev ious year. The amounts due to the i s l and 
banks from c orrespondents ,~nd banks outside of Porto 
Rico showed a net credit in their f avor of approxi -
ma t e ly five millions of dollars . Nearly ~6 ,000,000 
of the island's funds were at that tLne in fore i gn 
institutions, the exce ss over t h e five mill ions i n 
America n banks being in other forei gn countries . 
The stock of c ash held by the .banks i n their v aults 
amounted to ~early 1 7,000,000 as against ~ 22 , 000 , 000 
representing their obliga tions to depositors. Th e 
total resource s ~mounted to $29,913 ,712 .53. I n 1916 
these amount ed to $ 23,195,766 . The se fi gures d e.ulon-
s trate t he parallel growth of financial and commer-
cial a ctivities . The be~nlcing institutions continued 
( 105) 
to increase rapidly, and by 1920 the number had i n creased 
to e i ght een , with aggre gat e resources of ~ 64 ,342,0 59 .34. 
But the financia l c ris i s which took place in 1921 
and 1922 was reflected in t he r apid decrease 0 1· t hese 
resources. The crisis was pr i marily due to t h e low 
prices of sugar foll owing t he ce s s ation o f hostilities . 
· But the ability of bank d irec t ors illade it possible for 
them to weather the financi a l storm. 
UNINTERRUPTED GROWTH:. In spite of these adve rse 
circumstances, the g r adual growth of business we.s not 
inte rrup t ed . By 1923 there we r e nine teen ma in b anks 
with twenty- six branches in the island. Their contin-
ued p rogress is ev i de n ced by examining t he followi ng 
f i gure s, r epresen ting conditions at various pe r i ods 
u nder n orma l economic conditions: 
Deposits-Checking Account s 
1908 
1911 
1923 
$6,208,289.9 
11,081,383 . 54 
17 ,046, 774. 79 
Total savings ac counts i n June .1923 amount ed to 
~ 10,494, 875.37. Cash i n the v aults of these banks on 
the se.me date amounted to ;~ 4, 945, 514. 95 . This repre-
sents an increase of 12 per cent above the previous 
year . 
THE YEAR 1925: : By 1925 t he banks were operat ing 
under a new l aw . The following fi gures show the r e -
s ul ts: 
Aggregate capital, surpl us 
and undivided profits 
Current accounts 
Ca sh 
Loans 
Depositors 
~~ 7,996, 741 . 62 
·~~ 21, 368 ' 527.04 
$4,345 ,176 . 00 
~36,584,028 . 67 
23 , 466 
At t h e close of t h i s year, t here were eighteen banks 
with twen ty- seven branches scattered a ll over t h e is-
l and . The condensed report g iven below will g i ve a 
clear idea o f the gradua l growth of t hese financial 
(106 ) 
(107) 
insti t utions , e.nd of the eff ic i ency of our banking sys-
tem under merican methods. 
The end 
C0mparative Statement of Bank Resources 
1908 1914 1920 1925 
Bonds • 1,813"'38&,.65 1_,801,9141~ '78 2~12~06~~78 '1 ,143,812'!28 
Loans 15,092~851f~80 19,1 '7!.3 .. 8~2¥. 68 
. . . 
28-c~ll29,18~,e89 36 ,.584 .,028'. 6'7 
. .. 
Stocks 380,3'74t.11 99,100;;.00 419 ,644f. 85 223, 292\.10 t-3 ~ 
from .... fue <II 
stockholders 5'75,215:~0? 27s"'215f~oo 
ro 
ove;rfrafts 59.~s73f.so 38.,06()!.00 5M_,656l~2~ 60~788~ 51 0 
' . ' · . . , 
Real Estate 4S6 .. 30ot. 64 291,9341.:32 131,69~.14 1,12'7 .I 035'. 99 
-. 
Furniture and 
fiXtures 25,492:.63 68 .~8'79!~54 209,30Q\.89 316.505;.41 
. '. ,. - . ; .. . 
Taxes '7 ~529'.21 3-!34'7 '~01 10~68~~09 28,008".84 
.. 
Expense Acc't 54,~6~~-~8 . 35~439:~53 .113,4391.53 186,335l.24 
. ' ' . 
Cash 2,203~618!~18 3_.106,095,1'7 13 ,820~ 04()1~ '72 13,495 .. '7851. 74 
-~·· · ' ·. ' . ' 
Miscellanous 5'7 6,54 s ·. 90 473,598.03 416,096!.15 
